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This will be one of the most important books you
will read.

Lord, You who penetrates into the bottomless depth of the soul,
from You, Your faithful servants are awaiting the salvation of Man.
Your Light, Lord, is the unique medicine for the spiritual strength of
disobedient Man.
Throw it on their heads so that they can understand and discriminate the Good
from the Evil. Amen.
Lord of Poseidon [22:103]
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Preface – a note from the translator and editor
I am a qualified chartered engineer with a BSc and a PhD and all my working life
was trained in, practiced and taught engineering that is based on facts and figures.
From a young age I was also interested in spirituality and the spiritual world. Now,
after many years of studying, reading, teaching, researching, contemplating and
attending séances I am convinced that each one of us has an immortal soul and that
the unseen spiritual world is real - unfortunately we do not have the appropriate
senses and equipment to communicate with it.
All the books and monographs from the www.divinepharos.org series are
translations of original Greek texts that are transcripts of séances that took place in
Athens, Hellas (Greece) - these can be obtained from www.divinelight.org.gr. These
are printed in the book in normal type face. All other information given in italic
typeface includes information from other sources as indicated together with
comments from the editor. Under each topic heading the name of the spiritual
author, book number and page number is given (except for sections: 7, 16, 40, 42 and 49
that are printed in italics. The author of these texts is a member and prominent author of the
Spiritualist Society of Athens). For further information you should see the website of
Divine Light: www. Divinelight.org.gr. The footnotes and photographs are additions
to assist readers with their reading. I started translating the books in 2008 and now
have completed some ten books and fourteen monographs. These can be obtained
free from www.divinepharos.org. From the number of downloads one can surmise
that such books in English are needed.
Some of you may find my selection of texts ‘interesting’. I am unable to answer all
questions as I am a pupil like you. For those of you reading spiritual books for the
first time you may find the Appendices a good starting point.
Those who download a book or monograph from www.divinepharos.org I hope that
they will make photocopies for others who do not have computing facilities. Please
distribute widely. You have received the books gratis please give them free of
charge.
Remember that we are all children of the ONE God and we are all ‘neighbours’ in
this earthly world irrespective of gender, colour, creed, and nationality. Love your
neighbour and try to minimize your ego. If the book is too much for you at this stage
of your evolution then try to learn and u n d e r s t a n d two things: firstly the
Lord’s prayer (Sunday prayer) and secondly the Beatitudes (Sermon on the mount).
Since you are reading this book on Earth it means you and I did not fare well in our
previous incarnations. With the expectation that we can do better this time round I
hope to meet you in Heaven after this present earthly life.

Yianni (Ioannis) Attikiouzel
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Preamble
When science is unable to explain a number of phenomena does this mean that these
phenomena do not exist? If you lived in Europe during the 14th century AD and
someone said that there is a continent called Australia would you have believed
them? Or, if in the 30s or 40s someone spoke about infrared remote controls that
enable the change of television channels or talked about bluetooth communication
systems - they would probably have been considered to be insane. We have not yet
discovered cures for all cancers - does this mean that the cures do not exist? This is
how ignorance and darkness become obstacles to searches.
Similarly, because we do not see God does this mean that He does not exist?
What exists is physical, made of matter, is perishable and has a beginning and an
end. What we consider as non-existent is non-physical, everlasting and has its
existence in eternity. We must not reject unsolved problems just because currently
we do not have solutions or explanations for them. Our sun may have millions of
properties that Man does not yet know of and our universe has an infinite number of
stars whose existence and atmosphere Man totally ignores because he does not even
know what provides power for their movement. Neither does Man know that the
power that sustains him is none other than his soul that is an infinitesimal Ray of
God’s Breath.
God does not have anthropomorphic or any other physical features (even though we
usually refer to Him as a male). God has no face. We assign features to Him to
facilitate our Faith in Him. We should accept Him as each one of us understands
Him to be, a Power that permeates all substances and for this reason He cannot be
analysed. As a trivial analogy we can think of Him as the current that activates
electrical circuits.
During the period of non-existence nothing existed except this undefined Energy or
Power that was the Fountain of Creation. What was this Fountain of Creation? No
one knows, since this undefined Power has no shape and we can only hear Its Voice.
Man later named this Power, God. He is the Unknown Authority of All and is SelfCreated. God is everything. He is also known as Anarhon (the term used in this
book), that is, He who has no beginning and no end. There is no authority above
Him but He has authority over everything.
Anarhon created the Divine Laws during the period of non-existence. These Divine
Laws are perfect, fair and precise and the entire functioning of the Heavenly
Kingdom is based on them. No one knows the exact time, in an earthly sense, when
they were created. They are immutable and are obeyed by both the Spiritual and the
earthly worlds. The Divine Laws are also known as the Unwritten or Natural Ones.
The Divine Laws function as automata, in other words, they are not written down to
be applied by some earthly judiciary. Their energies act automatically where and
when they have to be applied. So, before you blame the Lord for punishing you for
your indiscretions remember that the Laws are applied automatically, generally
without exception. Special regulation of the Laws also predicts exceptions from
punishment in cases where an inner change takes place in an individual entity. Only
God knows of these. Much takes place through the action of the Divine Laws. When
a natural disaster takes place where there is corruption and decadence, some people
say: “the unwritten laws of nature took over”. In fact, the Divine Laws do not seek
the punishment of sinners but their salvation.
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The unwritten Divine Laws were not formulated in order to mandate any guidance
but in order to provide Man with what he is permitted to do in order to enter
immortality. This is not easy for us to understand because we do not have an
enlightened spirit, otherwise we would understand how the Laws that we call
natural operate. Nature itself cannot act unless the Supreme Force of the Divine God
permits it.
Through the Word (Logos) Anarhon created the souls and non-existence was
transformed into the existing world of the souls. These souls were called breath
souls and since then no more have been created. An infinitesimal part of Anarhon’s
Breath provides their motive power. Anarhon created all the breath souls at the
same time, that is they all have the same age, if we use the earthly measure of time.
These breath souls were free to travel anywhere in the ether. Many of them decided
to remain near Anarhon to serve Him, every time they perceived that He required
sacred energy from them.
In this preamble we need to talk briefly about two specific breath souls: Jesus and
Lucifer as information in this book may disturb you. When we say “the begotten Son
of the Lord” this means Jesus on Earth. We refer here only to Jesus, because He was
sent to Earth as the Saviour of men.
Lucifer remained in Heaven in a dark region and has dominance over Earth that is
the battleground between Good and Evil. His power is enormous because he knows
the Mysteries of the Father. For example, he is able to appear as a holy man and to
speak about Goodness and Piety firstly to tempt and trap Man, and secondly to
convince him to do evil giving him directions how to harm his brethren and himself.
All this is without Man realizing that he has been deceived. But if the one to be
deceived has soul strength Lucifer often uses a woman as an intermediary and gifts
her with angelic form, ethereal charm, sweet language and unrivalled attraction.
This is how a prudent man can be transformed into a moron.
Those of you who are faithful to the Spiritual World, know that you have as the
guide of your soul Jesus the Savior, the Light Giver to your spirit and the Doctor of
your body. Glorify Him as Leader and God.
Returning now to the newly created breath souls - initially they were all given the
same level of soul strength but were not given a spirit and could not understand
their position in relation to their God Creator. God then gave them a spirit to enable
them to perceive everything, to judge as free critics and to decide what actions to
take. It is not known when this occurred. This free will, which is the spirit, God
connected inseparably to each soul.
A being (entity) with a soul and a spirit is called a psycho-spiritual entity. Psychospiritual entities communicated between themselves through a type of radiation and
enjoyed total freedom.
As a summary the following table is given:
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NON-EXISTENCE
•
•

Anarhon, God … many names are given to The Almighty by various religions.
Creation of Divine Laws

EXISTENCE
•
•
•
•
•

•

Creation of ALL breath-souls (including Lucifer, Christ and all others) – no
further souls have been created since.
All breath-souls were given a spirit to assist them in self-cultivation and
evolution. They are called psycho-spiritual entities (soul + spirit).
Psycho-spiritual entities separated into two types A and B.
Psycho-spiritual entities were asked to cultivate themselves to reach theosis
(nirvana)
A minority of psycho-spiritual entities obeyed and remained with God in
Heavenly Paradise – some became Angels and Archangels. Some later on
chose incarnation to experience earthly life.
The majority of psycho-spiritual entities rebelled against self-cultivation,
preferring the enjoyment of Heavenly Paradise (called the original/ancestral
sin) which is the cause of their expulsion from Heaven).

•

Material World (Earth) is created for the rebellious entities:
o Separation of Light and Darkness.
o Atmosphere and water
o Dry land, oceans and vegetation.
o Sun, Moon, Stars and planets
o Animals, sea creatures and birds.
o Man

•
•

Christ and Lucifer are given their assignments.
Rebellious psycho-spiritual entities are sent to the Heavenly Transit Centre for
onward travel to Earth – the material world.
The psycho-spiritual entities that were sent to Earth incarnate in various groups
and at different times. (NB: psycho-spiritual entities of Type A always incarnate
as men and Type B always incarnate as women).
The Cycle of death-birth-death … (re/incarnation) starts for Man’s benefit.
Death on Earth = Birth in Heaven; Birth on Earth = Death in Heaven.
Reincarnation is the greatest gift of God to Man.

•

•
•
•
•

Detail from “John the
Baptist” by Leonardo da
Vinci
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1. Supplication to Anarhon
{Pharah}
[22:28]

PHARAH [1]: Everything depends upon Anarhon [2] alone. He is the Power and the
Light, but Man forgets everything when it comes to admiring his own work. ‘God
stultifies whoever gets lost deliberately’. Far away from Him life is death, near Him
death is the redemption of the soul. This is the depth of life and death.
“Most High, You alone rule over the Infinity and within it Your infinite
creations.
You alone know when and why you remove or add to them from Your
infinite goods.
This is something that the mind of your creations is not able to capture - not
because it does not want to, but because it ignores the depth of Your Will.
Give them light so they can awaken from their spiritual torpor and see with
their inner eyes the Great Work of Your Creation.
Most High, You know the reason for their delayed faith.
You alone are able to show them Your path so they do not wander in the
light within the darkness of ignorance.”
GOD: Pharah, your supplication has been heard. I undertake to give them serene
light.
PHARAH: Thank you Most High [2] for the Great Honour.
Now you will be able to work more easily in favour of the Lord.
Footnotes - Section 1
[1] Pharah or Lord Pharah is the administrator of the Holy Spirit.
[2] Anarhon = Greek: !"#$%&" (Anarhon)= without beginning, infinite, God the Father, Almighty,
Creator, Primal Cause, First Cause, Highest, Unknown Principle of All, Demiurge. Also: El,
Elohim, Adonai, Jehovah, Allah, Kyrios, Theos, Hypsistos, Yahweh, Yahweh Shabuoth, Eloah,
Adonai …

2. The Laws of Anarhon
{Pharah}
[26:14-15]

I will familiarize you with the Laws of the Lord.
The Laws of Anarhon cannot be changed - they are and will always remain the
same. If an earthly entity functions within His Laws it ascends - if it does not, then
through teachings it ought to find the path of righteousness.
If it is not interested in being corrected and in following the proper path, then it is
outside the Law. Life’s circumstances very possibly may bring it to the correct path.
He who is respectful, faithful and devoted to our Authority may possibly be in a
difficult situation and despite his supplications, remains in the same position. Has
the Lord forgotten him? No! This is because the Lord knows the substance of his
entity and wants His servant to ascend spiritually through his present situation. This
is one of the Laws of Anarhon.
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But there are exceptions - these exceptions have no relationship with your earthly
laws because they are extensions of the Laws of Anarhon. Therefore again,
everything takes place within the Law. Only Anarhon knows the reasons for the
exceptions. If an earthly entity is condemned to death, at the last moment his death
sentence is converted to an extension of his earthly life. Here is the miracle that has
occurred through a very small event so that science can say that it is never possible to
save a man that has been condemned by the Authority of the Spiritual World or to
wonder about a person who was condemned to death by science but for unknown
reasons was brought back to life and was resurrected (even if he does not believe in
the Spiritual World).
The Laws of Anarhon are perfect in every aspect. If the lawmakers knew the details
of the Laws they would not be able to imagine their perfection. But the perfect can
only be recognised by the perfect – to those that lack perfection Divinity cannot
reveal the Truth that stems from Love and Enlightenment .
The Laws that Heaven will dictate for humanity are ten (10) in number. Everything
will be based on these. Depending on the sin or misdemeanor the appropriate
punishments will be apportioned. These will be transmitted by those responsible for
them after the first ‘rockets’ [1].
Footnotes - Section 2
[1] ‘rockets’ means the broader dissemination of Spiritual Teachings through the texts.

3. The voice of Zenith and the voice of Nadir
{Lord Pharah}
[24: 274-276]

Today my talk has the title “The voice of Zenith and the voice of Nadir”. We have
from two sides two different voices [1]. The voice from Zenith [2], which is the top
of the Divine Light, emanates from the Father and is transmitted by the Star of
Splendour. This is because this Star is also the Centre of Splendour [3]. From this
Centre the higher officials of the Heavenly Kingdom speak to Earth to enlighten the
human race that has deviated from the correctness of its path. From the other side,
we have the voice from Nadir [4], that is, the voice of material attraction that tries to
tempt the human race towards the course it directs.
One voice leads you to immortality and the other towards death. Immortality, for
those souls that ascend to take their place in the Kingdom of the Lord and that are
supplied with the weapons that Divinity gave them whilst on Earth. They had the
advantage of assimilating Divinity’s directives by following the straight path that led
them towards the above. By saying ‘above’, I do not mean that these souls occupy
places around Anarhon, but that they have found their starting point by ascending
the path of Truth.
The other voice, of Nadir, promises a lot and in an instance removes everything so
you can reach death and from there you ascend towards the above, but not into the
Kingdom of the Lord. However, because the very merciful God does not want His
creations to suffer the unbearable weight of their misfortune, after some unknown
time He sends them back to Earth to enable them to improve their position by paying
for their previous obligations and learning to be more obedient to the Teachings of
Our Kingdom.
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In earthly terminology:
The zenith is an imaginary
point directly "above" a
particular location, on the
imaginary celestial sphere.
"Above" means in the vertical
direction opposite to the
apparent gravitational force at
that location. The opposite
direction, i.e. the direction in
which gravity pulls, is toward
the nadir.

Therefore, when the Spiritual World tells you to balance your psycho-spiritual
entities, that is, since you receive Divine Knowledge and you assimilate it as
something Divine inside you, (at the same time) It does not forbid you, as humans,
from benefitting and from the other side, within the necessary measure. And when
you are between these two forces you are satisfactory, as humans. Follow Heaven’s
counsel but do not deviate and find yourselves ‘outside the measure’.
Also, if you act above the measure, according to your perception, and do good, this is
to the detriment of good itself. Because you may think doing good to be a
benevolent act but this benevolence can be inappropriate. It corrupts and leads one
to Nadir.
Do Zenith and Nadir have a voice?
They do. It is an energy that is transmitted to perception and pushes the spirit to act
on behalf of one or the other.
Do you find this natural?
Those who do not have correct judgement perceive one path as the other. They
confuse the meanings and then the disposition of the spirit intercedes and Man is
derailed thinking that he is acting correctly.
But anything that for you is pleasant and soothes the desires of your spirit, often is
disagreeable to the soul, that is by necessity the soul is subdued to the powers of the
spirit that are derived from Nadir. And then Man despite his knowledge and
erudition tries to justify his path by deceiving himself and influencing others with
figures of speech, which are plausible but false at the base of the word.
These two energies do not form the powers of Good and Evil that continuously
battle. They are different branches, that you do not know and it is the first time I am
mentioning their energies. Their aim is to educate Man.
It is the ‘wheel’ that gives brilliance to the Lord’s diamond that is Man. Because if
the diamond goes slightly to the left or right of the wheel it will not produce the
shape that Divinity wants to give to the diamond. But, this does not depend on God
but on Man himself.
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Since Man has a spirit he can govern his ship, that is his body, according to his will,
but not necessarily according to correct judgement. On this point Divinity is not to
blame, as many men believe but Man himself who does not weigh correctly the for
and against in order to find the balance on the weighing scales of justice.
Zenith and Nadir are two dissimilar meanings with the same axis and with the aim
of giving Man what he does not have which is true brilliance and not the brilliance
that he thinks he has congratulating himself as though he was within the correct
path.
It is a great achievement for Man who finds the balance between the two different
energies, that attract him without giving him their opinion. Because he himself will
give an opinion, after examining the forms of these powers so he can find the
pedestal on which he will stand awaiting the directive for his path in order to gain
everything. Otherwise he will lose even the little he gained during his crazy life.
Judge for yourself, whether this knowledge is from Zenith or Nadir.
Footnotes - Section 3
[1] two places and two voices: (i) Zenith =top of Divine Light from where the voices of the Spiritual
World transmit, and (ii) Nadir = the opposite side of Zenith, from where the forces of darkness
transmit.
[2] Zenith is an imaginary point directly "above" a particular location on the imaginary celestial
sphere with arbitrary large radius with Earth.
[3] Centre of Splendour: Also known as the Centre of Spiritual Radiance. It is equivalent to the
control tower that is so necessary at our airports. From this Centre all the directives to the
instruments of Heaven are transmitted according to the Heavenly Authority with great accuracy,
so that there are no mistakes.
[4] Nadir is an imaginary point on the celestial sphere directly below a particular location

4. Soul and spirit
{Pharah}
[22:68]
QUESTION FROM A SÉANCE PARTICIPANT: My Lord, why is the Divine part
(soul) being processed by the non-divine (spirit and body)?
- Is this considered an imperfection and why is this incarnation necessary?
- Where is the soul based?
PHARAH: The non-divine must not subdue the Divine – this would mean that the
soul has no strength. The Divine (soul) must subjugate the spirit in order to educate
it appropriately. The soul through the spirit does or does not acquire strength. By
the soul acquiring strength and the spirit enlightenment, that is, a balance of
strengths, the entity ascends the heights.
For a psycho-spiritual entity to return to your Station [1] it was considered deficient –
this is necessary for the reasons I have mentioned.
The soul resides in the body. Others place it in the heart and yet others in the brain.
This is a wrong idea. The soul is not an organ of the body. The soul is Divine
Breath and gives movement and energy. If someone is beheaded, the spirit stops
functioning and since the soul is interdependent with the spirit, it departs with it. If
you pierce someone’s heart with a bullet, the blood is not renewed for the smooth
operation of the brain and we fall into the same point of the demise of before.
10. Jesus Christ and mankind
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Therefore what is closely related to the spirit is the body, that is why when the spirit
stops functioning, it drags the soul with it. The spirit governs the body and the
actions of Man and gives the signal of departure to the soul.
The soul does not have diseases, these should be called spiritual. Psychoses are
disturbances of the mind. These types of doctors should be called spiritual doctors.
The soul has no relationship with the physical addictions that Man acquires. These
should not belong in the area of psychology but in the area of spiritual education.
Footnotes - Section 4:
[1] A Station is a place/stage that a psycho-spiritual has to go through to reach theosis or nirvana.
There are 23 heavenly stations plus a material one which is Earth.

5. The Centre for the separation of psychic qualities
{Pharah}
[22:20-21]

Traverse the straight path and fear no one. You asked and you will learn who is the
Father of all. He inspires, He moves, He teaches without being seen, to leave Man
free to judge what is correct through his logic.
If Man is so committed to matter that he thinks only about this, it follows that his
judgement will be erroneous. In this case who is to be blamed?
And so why do men attribute their own faults to the Lord? This is the unjust
accusation of the human mentality.
How do you ask for help from the Lord when you do not perceive your sacred
duties? May be and in this case is the Lord at fault?
There are many causes for your difficulties in life. You ignore the reason for the
punishment, because your conscience does not work correctly and you complain
unjustly. This, that is the reason, if you are not capable of recognizing and repenting,
then this will be made known to you at your recall and it will weigh you down more.
Your Station [1] is unique in the whole of the Universe. It is the Centre for the
separation of psychical qualities through temptation. Your Station is the Centre of
the Universal World and this is so the opposing powers can cross their radiations on
the earthly entities. Therefore, at every birth the influence of the radiation of some
star imposes its own special attribute to the newborn.
The foetus is lacking senses and a soul - it moves with the strength that its mother
provides. When liberated from the abdomen of its mother a soul that the Spiritual
World has specified enters into the newborn. The entry of the soul [2] into the body
is called a “Spiritual Mystery” as it comes from the energy of the Spiritual World.
From the earthly side, the Mystery is how the spermatozoon takes its place, feeds
itself and takes shape exactly as the plants do. Analyzing the vegetation of plants,
you analyze the shaping of the embryo. Briefly this is the mystery of marriage under
the blessing of the powers of the Spiritual World.
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Footnote – Section 5
[1] Station A, Earth, which is the only material one.
[2] Since the soul and the spirit are inextricably connected, the spirit also enters at this time.

6. How the spirit develops
{Lord Pharah}
[25:222-223]
Pay attention to this text to ascertain how silly people are. Not so much the common
people but those who have big ideas about themselves, especially when they are
acclaimed and applauded by their fellow men who are in the same vicious circle. I
do not reproach science - no, only the spirit of the scientists. Generally, very few of
them form the exemption.
According to your mentality of today, whatever does not fall within your unsound
perception of your senses, does not exist. Only proof forces you to believe the
tangible, the so-called evidential and totally ignore the intuitive that are indicatively
mentioned. Because you are unable to explain this phenomenon, from ignorance not
so much of the cause but of the effect, you consider it as a coincidence and you
classify it as nature’s strange phenomena or even miracle. This alone proves how
backward you are in physical science.
The various electrical waves that crisscross the world cannot be captured by your
senses - nevertheless with appropriate instruments you can capture them with your
sight and hearing [1]. Therefore, you are not yet in a position to perceive that in your
ignorance, abstract energies do exist and you believe only those that you are able to
convert into a small fraction of that which is perceptible, since they have not been
completely captured by your perceptions and five senses. You are incomprehensible,
not being able to capture Our meanings, that are so simple, clear and useful for the
development of your spirit.
Our Teachings are not inaccessible, when you have the will and persistence to delve
into Our meanings that are so useful for your life. We transmit the images in
developmental progression. We do this to facilitate you.
For example, you explain to young children the phenomenon of thunder, lightning
and thunderbolt using various myths of your imagination. But when the children
are taught the laws of physics in school, they acquire new knowledge about the
physical laws that are known to all of you. Thus you all know the reason for
lightning, thunder and thunderbolt. Tell me, after this image, you who have become
scientists, what are the causes of these phenomena that I have mentioned? You do
not know, despite your erudition, if you are not lacking in this too, since the elation
of your ego forces you to keep quiet out of ignorance, with the idea that you know
everything. In Our texts you will find the explanation of the cause of these
phenomena.
From the start of Our dictations, We acted against the Evil Spirit or Lucifer. How
you perceived Our explanation concerns you. At first sight you had to know that
this Spirit exists to a lesser or greater extent in all of you. Some have given it a
sinister morph and others a very attractive one to entice. You who suppose, that you
have made a certain progress from Our Teachings, what do you think it is? You
describe the Spirit of Evil according to your own interests. If you remember, as you
advanced you learned that the Wicked Spirit is a ‘meaning’ opposite to Good, so
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between the two currents of Good and Evil the spirit is developed so on its own
through fashioning it acquires its place that it has been destined to take in the
Kingdom of the Lord.
You are free to choose the reward or punishment that your conscience itself will
determine. We point out solely and exclusively how to avoid your mistakes without
conjecture or myths of days of old. We are so clear and simple in Our expressions,
that if you have a grain of spirit you can perceive Us for the sake of your salvation.
So that you will not regret aimlessly and unjustly ask the Lord’s help when His Laws
are irrevocable.
Footnotes - Section 6
[1] For example, with infrared cameras you can see in the dark, with a radio you can listen to music
and with a TV set you can both see a picture and hear the sound.

7. The clash between Good and Evil in the world
{D Makrygiannis, translated by I Kontodinas}
[15:74-76]
In the earthly world the elements of Good and Evil coexist. These elements are so tightly
connected that one cannot exist without the other. This interconnection is the basis of all
things being relative because there is nothing absolute in our world.
The interconnection of Good and Evil also results in their clash in the field where they both
act and one tries to dominate the other. Within these varied contrasts and antitheses, all
elements and living beings on Earth move and evolve.
These two opposite forces have their origin in Heaven. Good originates from the Order of the
Good, whose Leader is Jesus Christ. Evil comes from the Order of the Evil whose Leader is the
fallen angel Lucifer. The difference is that in Heaven the two Orders are completely separated
whereas on Earth Good and Evil coexist and can never be separated.

The temptation of Christ 1854, by Ary Scheffer (17951858)
Walker Art Gallery
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The two Orders act on our world through their radiations. The first Order acts through the
radiation of the White Light and the second Order through the radiation of the Dark Light.
The difference is not materially perceptible but it can be intuitively perceived by the antithesis
of the goals that both Orders try to achieve. The first one tries to create; the second one tries
to destroy.
According to the Divine Laws set up by the Supreme Being before the Creation of the Worlds,
the radiations of the two Orders acting in the world must be equal in strength. In other
words, Good and Evil are completely balanced as forces originating from Heaven. However
we must know the following: The power of the Order of the Good is limitless (practically
infinite) whereas the power of the Order of the Evil is limited. This means that the first Order
adjusts its power according to the action of the second Order so that balance is achieved.
When the second Order tends to go beyond its jurisdiction, the first Order takes appropriate
measures and brings the balance of the opposites within the world.
Since the Order of the Good has infinite power, it could instantly eliminate the Order of the
Evil and thus eliminate evil from the world. Why does this not happen? Why does Deity
allow evil to exist?
This is because Evil is necessary in this world for the evolution of all beings, mainly for the
human beings, for which Earth is a great educational institute.
We said that Good and Evil act through their special rays. These rays enter into each human
entity in equal strength and they are separate no longer but they intermix in an undivided
unity of a dualistic nature. The human spirit is now subjected to the influence of both
opposite attractions through the radiations. It should be noted that neither of these
Orders is allowed to force a person into a good or evil action. Only through
persuasion can they guide a person towards the desired path.
Man has the freedom of the spirit and is called to balance the two opposite rays in himself. If
he gives more power to one side, then he loses moderation and finds himself in a deadlock. He
must not be extremely reactionary because he will harm other people and he will suffer the
consequences of the problems he creates. The right way is the way of moderation and balance.
People have to face a lot of hardships in their personal and social lives. These hardships come
from the action of the two opposite radiations. When people fight to overcome these
hardships, they gain in psychic (soul) strength and they gradually reach the desired point of
balance.
Therefore, the clash between Good and Evil is absolutely necessary in the material world.
This is our purpose here in this world: The entities must be worked through fire until they
are refined, as the Divine Law requires.
In every society there are people who do not follow the path of virtue and humanitarianism.
With their actions they cause a lot of pain to their fellowmen and thus, they increase the
power of Evil in the world. If these persons do not repent for their sins, they will suffer the
same wrongdoings according to the law of karma. Through successive reincarnations, they
will at some point atone for their actions and they will reach the balance of their soul and
spirit.
For the people of their environment, the evil persons serve as a means for exercising character
development and evolution. Clashing and friction in the social life offers the possibility for all
persons to work on the flaws of their character.
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The meaning of counterbalance in Man contains the condition of total spiritual and psychic
balance, the elimination of doubts and hesitations in our actions and the solid steadiness with
which we face all hardships in life. This concept is the most difficult to apply because the
spirit intervenes and with its whimsical attractions destroys all Man’s achievements.
It is very difficult to be in a good balanced condition all the time. However, when we feel that
we are too much off balance, we must put all effort to return to the balance point.
The Divine Law requires the clash between Good and Evil in our world and it takes place
within the framework of moderation and harmony. The excessive radiating power of one or
the other side would destroy the beings instead of benefitting them. This clash will last until
the end of the worlds. For this reason it is impossible for Evil to be eradicated from our world.
It will always be here to counterbalance the beneficial action of the Good.
Like the blacksmith who works the iron between the hammer and the anvil, the Deity works
on humanity in the huge workshop of the material world. As both the hammer and the anvil
must be equal in hardness for the iron to be worked, so do the Good and the Evil need to be
equal in strength for Man to benefit from their action.

8. Black magic and its consequences
{Homer}
[10: 77-79]
This subject relates exclusively to earth matters but it is of bad form. Heaven does
not occupy Itself with means that only the Wicked Spirit invents for the earthly
nature.
Black magic is due to the observation and wish of those who hold the mystery of
material power always with the assistance of its instigators, that are none other than
the demons.
I mention this chapter so I can prevent those faithful to the Spiritual World from
occupying themselves with this type of occupation, out of curiosity and personal
satisfaction.
Justly the Church fights and condemns black magic as a diabolical energy. In fact,
only those cooperating with the Wicked Spirit use these means.
It is very difficult for Man to avoid the temptation of matter. If with matter and the
spiritual energy of the Devil we create traps and deceptions of a material nature for
our fellow men, we therefore work against virtue, to satisfy our wishes.
Black magic is a blend of matter and evil spirit that fashions the wish of one Man on
another with the aim of totally and effectively subduing him.
Black magic destroys families, corrupts people, exterminates virtuous and straight
characters, and through third parties slanders everything that is pure, clean and
sacred. It does not pity anyone – feeds whoever perform the act with hatred,
derision and wickedness.
The first men from very ancient times were inspired to use this method by the Devil.
They learned from the Devil its functions, the secret phrases, how to invoke it, and
did not hesitate for a moment to go forward with their work.
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Every object, as a material element, has its own composition and energy so with a
technical combination of the various material elements a satanic spiritual force is
constituted that is transmitted by the wisher to where he destines it.
The results of black magic are precise to the detriment of humanity. The Spiritual
World classifies the consequences of its energies as crimes of the first or second
degree.
Oppose these, because the Spiritual World finds the desire to possess such energies
as repugnant. Matter destroys matter but not the spirit, which will seek justice from
the Highest Authority, at the expense of those who employ black magic and their
clients who tolerated these awful acts.
All the mediums that practice black magic are not worthy of being called children of
the Spiritual World but are snakes of the generation of apostates, that is, helping
instruments of demons.
The Spiritual World condemns black magic. Those who are ignorant about
everything should be enlightened and be guided towards the correct path of the
Lord, otherwise their repentance will have no benefit because the weight of their sins
will be enormous.
Black magic pushes you towards the evil use of your energies.

9. White magic deludes purity
{Homer}
[10: 85-86]
Men with elementary knowledge of the soul and the spirit remain far away from the
nets of white magic. Many are under the impression that white magic is not the
same as black magic. In fact it is not the same, but it is about magic and this is most
important. Through this means, without invoking demons, they try through
alchemy to give strength to the will of the invoker who calls a person or an item of
his liking.
But by what means do they invoke the unknown power of the material godheads [1]
(This is because only godheads are able to convert everything and influence the
spirit). Matter, minerals, plants etc. are creations of nature. When the spirit by its
subjection gets what it needs from matter, it creates a dynamic atmosphere over
another person, animal or item.
Of course white magic does not harm as does the black, but often acts with admirable
energy. It suffices that the user is an expert magician of his energies.
Therefore, when Man does not use the logos, because he does not dare and resorts
to this kind of energy he neutralizes the purity of his soul. That is, he no longer
has pure thought or pure consideration of his spiritual superiority. He is scared,
timid, not sincere and totally ignores what he seeks and with what consequences.
Therefore white magic actually deceives purity not only of the soul but also of the
spirit. Because on the earthly life the soul and the spirit are inseparably connected.
There are young people who for the sake of dalliance sometimes resort to the
practitioners of this occupation of white magic. I wonder if these young people lived
happily? Enjoyed the objective of their happiness? Have they satisfied the sadness
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of their heart? I answer: No! because sooner or later they would recognise their
error, this is because they used matter to acquire matter. And when they resort to
white magic without results then it is possible to resort to black magic. That is evil,
and without thinking of that, as such, it pulls them towards the worst. Then it will
be too late to save their entity from this bad practice of deceiving their purity against
themselves.
Footnote – Section 9
[1] not to be confused with God.

10. Invocation to the Almighty
{Hippocrates}

[21:117-118] and [21b:237-238]

My Society [1] headed by me, raises its hands towards the Supreme Being and we
thank Him because through Him we receive powers that facilitate our Work.
“Lord, We as well as Your faithful thank you for Your help.
Faithful and devoted to our Work, we do not distance ourselves from
Your Divine commands and we walk the path that You have prescribed ,
so we can enlighten through Our Teachings, and cure various plagues of
men.
As you know, we have not deviated from Your Will.
We simply beseech that you save and cure those faithful who pray for
their salvation.
It is my duty, after this supplication, to thank You, You the Almighty,
before I undertake my sacred duty again.”
One event
My dear ones, I will mention an old incident that took place when I was a doctor in
Kos [2].
People presented to me a young man, who after examination also by other doctors,
showed that he had inertia of his brain functions. I had not previously encountered
such a case and did not know how to act. I examined the sufferer carefully and I
found that he was completely healthy.
It was impossible for me to perceive what had happened to him. Finally, I decided to
put my hands onto his head while the young man was lying down. Mentally, and
without me knowing what I was doing, I said the following phrase: “Let this inertia
be dissolved”.
Motionless and for many minutes I was repeating the same phrase. After a while,
the young man stood up and he was in a normal physiological state. He spoke like
every one else and nobody could tell that this man had suffered earlier from brain
inertia.
You will say that another force performed a miracle which pushed me towards the
cure of ailing people. Correctly.
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I was not able to be mollified. I had to find the cause. I suggested to the young man
that I would visit him, without specifying the day and time. I wanted to be in his
environment and watch everyone so that I could find out if someone from his
acquaintances had a special effect on him.
Thus, my visit was unexpected. I sacrificed my day being among the various
acquaintances, relatives and friends of the young man, without perceiving anything
that could help me find what I was looking for.
After many hours, I noticed that a young girl was hiding behind a tree and was
constantly staring at the position of the young man. I would say that this young girl
was a statue and not a person! Motionless, she had fixed her stare towards us.
Without causing any suspicion in anyone, I left the young man and walked sideways
and at a certain distance from the girl, so I could position myself behind her.
Without her noticing me, I came next to her.
-

What are you trying to do? I said to her.
Nothing, she answered and started crying.
Tell me, I asked the young girl again, what is it? Have you fallen in love with the
young man?
No, she answered and she was shaking as if she feared an action by me would
not be pleasant for her.

I calmed the young girl and by speaking to her I won her trust. She confessed to me
that indeed she was in love with the young man, who paid no attention to her.
This was a simple coincidence for me to realise that the young girl did not know that
she had a huge influence on the young man. If she continued to stare at him in this
way, it would not be improbable for the young man to die.
It was the first time that I had investigated such a strong power of subjection, which I
was able to mediate through another means, after I talked about the condition of the
young man to the parents of both. Thus, without me intending it, I have connected
the two young persons. I used the young girl many times in the research of other
ailments, in order to save as many people as I could.
In my written works I have mentioned this case, as well as giving a scientific
explanation, which I can give at some other time, as a Heavenly Spirit and not as an
earthly being, to prove to you what invisible powers are contained within persons,
without them knowing from where they draw these powers and where they could
use them for the benefit of their fellowmen.
Footnote – Section 10
[1] The Invisible Doctors is a group of psycho-spiritual entities that worked as physicians when they
were on Earth, so now they have an understanding of both the earthly body and the spiritual.
Once in Heaven they were taught more and currently assist with the healing of humans. Almost
all medical students at graduation take the Hippocratic oath.
[2] During his last incarnation this psycho-spiritual entity lived as Hippocrates on the island of Kos,
Dodecanese, Greece where he practiced medicine. Hippocrates (460BC in Kos – 377BC in
Larissa).
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11. The dynamic energy of the words : “Love each other”
{Lord Pharah}
[3:41-42]

If you have as much dedication towards the daily actions of your life as you show to
Divinity during prayer as an earthly entity, you will be in a very high place in the
Spiritual World. Therefore, take care to implement all that you pray for to Divinity
with such concentration and We will never leave your vicinity.
Love each other! This is the Light of Justice. This encompasses Love, devotion and
respect towards all without exception. If you gather all the books of your world and
are able to distill them to get to their central power, this will not have the energy of
the two words: Love each other [1].
Therefore, internal human progress stems from the pure Love that the Lord taught.
If all of you were interested in Love then automatically your Earth would convert
into an earthly paradise. And then the Lord would not cut the thread of your life
and would gift you eternal youth.
Unfortunately, it is impossible for this to occur, because many of you will ridicule all
that I mention because they are lacking Enlightenment. Therefore let us leave them
on the wheel of eternity to be educated [2].
Do not fear a person who gets irritated and shouts. The sly ones are the worst
enemies of Man. These men gain your trust with words and then advance to their
harsh work, that is, your extermination so they can benefit from you.
Footnote – Section 11
[1] in Greek : ’!'#(#)* #++,+&-.’ = two words – translated ’love each other’, three words!
unless ‘each-other’ is one word. A lot of debate (2 or 3) is going on for intellectual time wasting – if in
doubt go to the original!
[2] wheel of eternity: the continuous cycle of reincarnations.

12. Cooperate with your inner god, distancing the Demon
{Homer}
[10:173-174]

As soon as Man becomes conscious of his actions it is mandatory for the parents or
other protective persons to indicate to the inexperienced youth his first sacred duty.
That is, to try through prayer and cooperation with his inner god [1] to receive and
give directives to those who have an absolute need of them. Such collaboration with
the small god will be your salvation.
The conscience of Man is the indicator of the direct or indirect negotiations with the
meaning of God, called ‘first God’. Because the breath that maintains the entity is
Divine, and therefore a Divine motive (power) resides within you. By continuously
cultivating it, you are able to reach the point of prophesying.
Man is born with two equal counterweights that have a direct relationship with his
spirit. In the first counterweight-A there is the breath and in the other
counterweight-B there is the combustion of the consumed breath. It depends on the
spirit how you are going to manage the two counterweights and to which of the two
you will give the weight of your spirit.
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When all things are right and you cooperate with the first God of your existence,
automatically the Demon of Evil withdraws, like the silent persons in a play. This
does not mean that it has totally abandoned you. The Evil One waits to seize the
appropriate opportunity to act.
During the whole of your earthly life you are accompanied by two meanings, that of
Good and that of Evil. It is possible from the start to be conquered by Good.
However it is not impossible that by deception you be subjugated to Evil without
you knowing it. When you do perceive it, it will then be too late to save yourself and
then the others.
There is also the possibility of being tangled in the nets of Evil, not being able to be
freed and to be prisoners of both Good and Evil, that is, sometimes to do good and
other times evil. As I mentioned, you will learn from those knowledgeable the
discrimination of Good and Evil about the physical mysteries and then you will
practice the subject continuously, until you become an initiate into the discrimination
of things.
As initiates, you will always have the Heavenly Light as a guide and as the instructor
of your energies.
The effort of communicating with your inner self is the first victory over death – you
neutralize it with the knowledge of texts beyond Earth.
It is a major asset for Man to communicate with the inner god that he has
discovered. There are very few honest men who have discovered this. The others
considered it good not to transmit directions and directives to non-mystics until
they have confused everything. These found themselves also in the darkness that
they have created from greed to acquire more knowledge. At the end, they
confused themselves and they have fallen into double errors that are not forgiven
under any circumstances.
Footnote – Section 12
[1] inner god, small god is the conscience of a person (written with lower case g – not to be confused
with God)

13. The dark sections of the Scriptures
{Pharah}
[22:164]

The sacred Scriptures have dark passages because their reception was not carried out
correctly. With today’s method of reception you are able to clarify them for the
faithful. For this reason I have said often, refer to the scriptures. You receive
enlightenment but the aim is not to ignore the lucidity of the dark passages of the
sacred Scripture.
The Lord taught with His speech and today He teaches through His Spirit. The Light
of Truth transmits the sacred meanings of the Lord.
The World of grudges, fraud, and unfaithfulness is going through a crisis both
earthly and heavenly. The Light of Love enlightens everyone. Those who have eyes
will see this - and for those who do not have knowledge, what is the use of their eyes
and to what end are their eyes useful? Faith is to believe in the Lord and not be far
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from His directives. Love within the measure those who are dear to you, because the
imbalance of the measure is at your expense.

14. God and Eosphoros
{Homer}
[10:258-260]

In the present text I will not occupy myself with Man or Heavenly knowledge, but
with an obscure image of your knowledge. You have to know the other side of
Creation that continuously destroys, cheats and confuses your spirit.
The angel that you call Eosphoros (Lucifer) was the one who co-operated best with
God – that is why he knows God’s numerous secrets. His name is not the one that
you know – the Church Fathers received it incorrectly. This is due to a phrase [1]
from this angel from the following conversation [2]:
ANGEL: !"#$%, !"# &'(% )* +$*#,%-. ' $%&%# /'"?
‘Lord, ‘eos’ (until) when will my ‘phoros’ (tax, duty, tribute, burden) last?’[3]
And the Lord answered:
LORD: ‘Until the end of the World’.
From the above phrase they captured ‘eos – phoros’ and wrote down the name
Eosphoros (usually translated to Lucifer) [4]. The name does not interest us, since he
is known as Eosphoros [5]. Let us now move to the image that remained hidden in
the darkness of infinite centuries.

The Lord and Lucifer
By Mihaly Zichy
Landor, Budapest 1902

For some time all the souls were enjoying their freedom. All were satisfied with their
Heavenly life. They also delighted their vision with future images of Earth that had
not yet been created. Similarly, as you get to know many countries of your Earth
with images and when by coincidence you find yourself there you are not so
surprised because the images preceded. Thus, future images of Earth preceded into
the psychical eyes of the souls.
God thought: “If I cultivate My creations through matter I would perfect them in
spirit, because here there is no self-interest and the spirit stagnates. Therefore, if I
declare to them that My decision is to move them from Heaven to Earth they will feel
bitter. They must not have the impression that I am expelling them. This would be
love-less from their Father. At the same time they must not know that the transfer is
being carried out for their benefit. If they knew it then they would not have their
spirit free, whereas the aim of their entity is that through its free spirit it will learn to
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distinguish Good from Evil and to judge the Good as being correct and apply it in
practice.
Motivated by this thought the Most Merciful called His first child, Eosphoros, and as
I elaborated in another talk, assigned him to become the reason for Man (psychospiritual entities) to be expelled from Paradise for disobedience [6].
Being the wisest of the wise, initially Eosphoros resisted. He outlined to the Lord the
reason why he could not oppose his brother.
The Lord said to him that the soul is immortal, therefore what do you fear. The
senses and material means are temporary. Through these the souls will acquire
appropriate soul strength to teach the rest. And thus, the Heavenly Ladder will be
full of souls. Some will ascend others will descend until their perfection [7].
Lord, I have never, thought of taking the position of the dark god. Your Word is
Law and I submit to it. But I do not wish to interrupt my work until the end of the
World. I will assist Your work in the opposite way – You will create and I will
destroy, until the glitter of the real diamond … Man. [8]
GOD: I give you a most repugnant morph in contrast to your strong spirit. Go to
your work and I will oversee mine.
Many other things were said that were kept confidential to Heaven. Eosphoros from
being the best angel was converted to being the Demon of Evil. He has no pity for
anyone, derides all and everything with matter and the deceptive senses of Man.
It is the Lord of Darkness that knows its final fall, which is that it will lose the last
human soul from its hands.
Help the work of Anarhon through Our Lord Jesus Christ.
Footnotes - Section 14
[1] Part of a conversation when God asked the angel to undertake this position and when it was
asking how long will this duty last.
[2] For more details about this conversation see Book 5 from www.divinepharos.org.
[3] phoros = duty, tax, tribute, impost
[4] Lucifer is the King James version rendering of the Hebrew heylel. Isaiah 14:12
[5] and by many other names.
[6] See Book 5 : Psycho-spiritual entities, chapter 1.
[7] Alluding to reincarnation.
[8] Do not feel sorry for Eosphoros, you will bitterly regret it – It is very good at its job!

Editor: In the Old Testament Adam and Eve’s first born was called Cain and his younger brother
Abel. (Hebrew: Qayin and Hevel). We also know that the Old Testament has been extensively
modified to confuse Man. There are papers, based on the Dead Sea scrolls that report that this section
of the Old Testament has been ”interfered with” [http://raphaelgolb.blogspot.com.au/]. So do not be
alarmed when you see differences between the Old Testament and the texts. The present texts have the
blessing of Heaven.
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The 12th century icon depicts
monks ascending the ladder
towards Jesus in Heaven. John
Climacus is shown at the top of the
Ladder of Divine Ascent with other
monks following him.
Saint Catherine’s Monastery,
Mount Sinai,
Egypt.

PS: Note that as the souls ascend the
ladder a number of evil spirits try to
pull them down.

15. Jesus Christ a First created Soul
{Pharah}
[6:43-45]

My brethren, as you know in ecclesiastical history there were many who although
they had bright spirits they twisted the meaning of the philosophical truth. These
spirits, within the bosom of Christian Faith, divided the faithful into warring camps.
Such were the known Arius [1], Luther [2] and all others who even though they had
spirit, were confused by the Dark Light and for many years they fought amongst
themselves and caused unimaginable damage to the Christian faith.
For example: for many years, theologians quarreled regarding whether the Lord was
consubstantial ('/''"-$'0) with the Father or of like substance ('/'$'"-$'0). They
confused the spirit of the faithful such that from this conflict atheism benefited. They
did not mention the Holy Spirit because for them It was impersonal and as a Dove
symbolized the Spirit of God.
You, for the first time, are advised that God is not a Spirit but an Unknown Energy
to the human spirit. God assigned the administration of the Spirit to me [3] who was
never a bird but was a human entity that lived on Earth and worked for the benefit of
the One and True Faith, and for the One God of True Light and infinite Love towards
Man.
Our Lord Jesus Christ was a first created soul (1#2('&3*-('0), the First Child of
God, Who was entitled to the inheritance of His Father and to give to His Heirs the
same, if they had within them the ‘know thyself’ [4].
Therefore, according to the Scriptures, the first-born Abel inherited the Kingdom of
Heaven, as Archangel of the Archangels. To be sent to Earth, He had to be
incarnated as a simple man.
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And I ask: Who from the simple men, with unlimited love towards men, enlightened
the World by His simple and very logical teaching and sacrificed Himself for the
benefit of the human race? No one other than the Lord the Saviour of men.
Here is the most vulnerable point: How was the man Christ God? God is only
One! Anarhon. But we said He had a Son. And the father, as is usual on the earthly
world, considers his first-born as his heir with the difference that the father is mortal,
whereas the Heavenly Father is Immortal and as Immortal strengthens His Heir
throughout all eternity.
Christ returning to immortality where His Father is, assumes Authority over the
Spiritual World as Joint Ruler, exactly as an earthly father collaborates with his son.
The dark spirits within the church act according to the energy of the Cunning spirit
and through logic try to confuse everything for the benefit of personal glory, honour,
goods and any of the other desires. Consequently when there is no conciliation
between those responsible for the Christian religion, then human interest exists
which is often humiliating at the expense of all the faithful.
My dear ones, the Holy Spirit is not something vague but is a Spirit that Anarhon
has honoured as the third side of the Triadic Divinity.
Therefore, two sides of the Triangle lived on Earth with a Divine mission. The other
side is omnipresent in the universe of Worlds. Its base is Love that springs from
Heaven. For this reason, whoever understands the Divine Logos his soul acquires
strength and the soul-strength strengthens the heart and the heart forces the spirit of
the entity to act according to the Will of the Lord, that is Love.

‘Lord Pharah’ by
Poppy Tsoutsoura

Love is Light, Justice and Truth. When Man has these attributes then he is better
than his brothers and becomes a bright example for imitation and for the spreading
of Truth, Justice and Understanding to maintain the pure flower of Heaven that the
Spiritual World calls Love.
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Footnotes - Section 15
[1] Arius, 256-336 AD
[2] Luther, 1483-1546 AD
[3] Lord Pharah
[4] ‘Know thyself’: Greek: '"/01 2*#-)ό": gnothi se afton. Know Thyself is just a maxim
because as humans we will never be able to know ourselves. This is a very difficult concept and
also very difficult to do. But if you make a continuous and intensive effort to understand it, then
automatically you are within the meaning of “Know Thyself”. Therefore, follow the correct path
for immense benefit not only for yourself but also for humanity.

16 Jesus Christ

{D Makrygiannis, translated by I Kontodinas}
[15 :246-248]
Jesus Christ is the second Branch of the Holy Trinity. When the work of Creation finished
and the First Cause rested, Jesus took over the government of the Universe, as the One and
Only Son of his Father. He is the Leader of the Heavenly Kingdom, where all entities are
loyal to Him. For this reason He is also called Lord.
The Creation by the First Cause took place through the Son, who is the carrier of the Word
(Logos), since the First Cause created everything through the Word. Thus, the concept
Logos, = God belongs to the First Cause. The Son, being the primary carrier of the Word is
also called Logos.
Jesus Christ gives the necessary directions in all sectors. Nothing happens without His
permission. This does not indicate a tyrannical government but an organisation of the
Heavenly Kingdom based on meritocracy. The Lord takes care of everything to the last detail
based on the eternal Divine Laws because only He knows the substance of all things.
Despite His supreme Office, Christ does not discriminate His position and He considers all
entities as His brothers. He cares about all beings in the Universe. His interest, is especially
in the Treasury of Heaven, the Earth or Station A, where the diamonds of the Creation, the
human entities are being trained. The freedom of will in the human beings makes His task
more difficult because He does not want to force people to transform to good.
The incarnation of Christ on Earth opened a new era for humanity. Counting time as “before
Christ” and “after Christ” is not just a convenience but it signifies humanity’s transition
from ignorance to truth.
Before Christ there were many mystics who knew that the Supreme entity of Heaven was
about to come down to Earth and be sacrificed for the salvation of humanity. Among them
were the mystics of ancient Greece, who knew many more mystical truths than what is saved
in their texts. For this reason, the spreading of Christianity found fertile ground in Greece.
The Lord’s sacrifice put His teaching on solid ground. The fragile dogmatic systems came
later. These systems will collapse, in order for the true teaching of the Lord to be restored.
Many books about Jesus Christ are in circulation today, with a lot of contradictions and
ungrounded opinions. This means that Jesus Christ is still a “matter of dispute” because
nobody, being either a believer or a non-believer, was able to present clearly and in depth the
substance of His personality. Nothing could be written about Jesus Christ that would be
enough to cover even a small part of the subject. For this reason, it suffices to give the words
of a Heavenly teacher, who says that if all people knew what they owe to Jesus Christ, they
would all be pious and respectful to this Great benefactor of their entities.
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17. ‘Reincarnation, a consequence of Justice’
{Yogananda}
[6:199]

My dear brethren, many teachers of ancient people and even until today stress the
phrase of my title. I do not agree with the meaning they give. Reincarnation is not a
consequence of Justice but only of Love. But which Love? It is the Love of the
Creator towards Man. If it was a consequence of Justice, then Man would not return
to the earthly world as a new Man. But because God loves His creations, He sends
them to Earth, so that through Love they can gain Justice.
Before creating the worlds Anarhon studied everything down to its last detail. That
is why none of you can audit His Great Work. You audit your creations - they do not
audit you. The same occurs in your world. God is not a creation of anyone. For this
reason everything depends upon Him. And, as the Creator He cannot be unjust,
even if some consider Him to be. This shows how little they have delved into the
meaning of His Almightiness.

“Reincarnation” by unknown
artist

(note the different paths taken
by humans and animals – the
man on the animal path is a
guide)

Love is not unjust and God is Love. If there is injustice this is due to the balancing of
the spirit when it regresses. And even in this case this is not an injustice, but through
this means it seeks to bring Man into correctness.

18. Life and Death
{Homer}
[10:50-52]

In this section the terms are reversed: You, call life death and death life. Let us
examine who is justified you or We?
You appear on Earth as new entities and live for a certain time, infinitesimal as
compared with eternity, and you call this period “life”. You come to Earth to be
taught and you depart from it illiterate. You learn literature and sciences but all
these are not useful in anything when you return to Heaven.
You were given the means to cultivate your inner world – you pushed away the
opportunity because this cultivation appeared to be much more difficult than
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learning five different sciences! That is why, I say that you return to the starting
point uneducated.
When you cultivate your inner world then automatically you develop inside you the
Divine Light of Knowledge, that does not need the superficial and useless education
that Man is able to acquire in a short space of time, when as I said, you have inside
you Divine Light.
The other life, that you call “death” is eternal. The psycho-spiritual entity lives there
and because it is immortal never dies, unless it wants to. That is, it does not ascend
as much as it wanted to. Then by itself it decides “its death” and waits to be called.
It returns in your life, that is, it reincarnates without knowing its situation when it
was in Heaven. This is confidential to all the souls.
Whilst on Earth the soul may remember previous existences on Earth – but will never
remember its stay in Heaven - there, is the Divine space of the Mysteries, and what is
God’s, it is not permitted for Man to know. Even Eosphoros does not transmit the
Heavenly Mysteries, because it is subject to Anarhon’s orders, as the only Creator of
everything and Sovereign of the inconceivable idea of existence and non-existence.
These teachings will help you immensely in the other World, because you will have
knowledge about It. It is the first time that Heaven is transmitting light for
humanity.
Of course, you also receive new knowledge about the Mysteries. But the knowledge
about Heaven is endless. Some is accessible to Man others are inaccessible and
forbidden, because if Man knew what the soul knows, then it is possible that a
second disobedience would follow. That is why God separated the Worlds into two:
the visible and the invisible.
There are other visible Worlds made of matter. But these are not, the “Treasury” as
Earth is, they are energies to maintain Earth.
All the foolish who seek to believe in God by touch, are able to do so if by touch they
can feel their soul. The whole grandeur of the meaning of God exists within the soul.
That is why it is immortal. And death is life - whereas the short duration of earthly
life is death.

19. Who is Man?
{Homer}
PART A:
{Homer} [10:13-15]:
This molecule of the Universe is a material entity that has a soul inseparably
connected with a spirit [1]. That is, the entity is two thirds heavenly and one third
earthly. As you notice, the heavenly part prevails. This is because Man has a destiny
on Earth to ascend more perfected into Heaven. [2]
Why then does the one-third of the entity, that is the earthly, prevail over the twothirds?
It is because the soul and matter (body) balance. The spirit will give weight to one
or the other side. [3] And if the spirit has pure enlightenment then it will lean
towards the soul, if not, it will lean towards the body. If it wavers and leans towards
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one side and then towards the other, then it is not steady towards one direction and
possibly when it leans towards the body it will do something bad [4].
The wavering of the spirit takes place when the soul does not have strength to
overpower it forever.
Why this difference in soul strength from one entity to another?
Of course, this point is a mystery that Man is unable to explain. Not because he is
lacking resources but because he walks into a dark tunnel without a light. Therefore,
if Pure Light enlightened him, he would then be able to interpret many things for
which today he is unable to find an explanation.
Has the Lord not wronged the souls by giving strong soul strength to some and weak
soul strength to others? ‘Something like this must have occurred’ say the specialist
wise men. And I answer them as follows:
My dear men, God has not wronged anyone. All had the same soul strength when
they were created. But why has one a stronger soul strength than another?
It is because soul strength is a talent. Whoever cultivates it succeeds. Whoever
thinks that it is unnecessary to cultivate his talent remains weak. [5]
You may ask, “why did all the souls not cultivate their talent”? It was because they
did not know that they would incarnate on Earth that was unknown to them.
There, in Heaven, they all rejoiced in their freedom whether they were cultivating
their soul strength or not. And when they found themselves incarnated only a few
had soul strength. Their spirit subjected the others. And the spirit free from Divinity
did not have logic or judgment. [6]
By toil, fatigue and pain the human entity developed logic and judgment through the
millennia. But again Man could not say that he possessed knowledge, because
knowledge is something undefined when we do not know how to benefit from it, as
is appropriate for the Man of knowledge.
Therefore, Man is a psycho-spiritual entity (an entity that consists only of a soul and
a spirit), which incarnates to cultivate its soul and spirit.
There are a few entities that had strong soul strength [7]. These never descended on
your Earth and will never come. They are the Archangels of the Lord, of Anarhon, of
our Father, of the Creator, of Whom we will talk in an appropriate section.
And also, in the Heavenly Kingdom there are entities that have never seen your
World with earthly eyes. One of these entities was the Crucified Lord who was the
only one who descending from Heaven, knew everything that was going to take
place. Despite this He came three times, so now He holds the sceptres of Heaven.
The other entities could not do what the Lord did.
(The first time) He prepared the ground whilst there was no Divine glorification
during that period. His work was harsh. No one understood what He was saying
and they considered him insane. He suffered a lot.
The second time, He taught as a prophet. A voice in the wilderness!
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The third time He knew the method of His Teaching – He did not come to be
crucified but to establish the religion to the One and True God.
This is the point, during the period when the ancient spirit of the Greeks collaborated
with Christianity. Logic and spirit were delivering the first fruits concerning
Divinity. Because the knowledge of the predecessors of monotheism were imperfect,
the Lord complemented the incompleteness in such a way so as not to nullify the
previous communications between God and the prophets.
If humanity knew what it owes to the great Reformer and its Saviour, it would
change into the most devout humanity. But as I said and explained, it was the
(weak) soul strength that delayed Man.
Man, this mystery unknown to Man. I have come to explain it to you.
PART B:
{Homer} [10:52-53]:
My brethren you have of course learned from the Spiritual World ‘who is Man’. I
will not repeat the same, except for a few points that require clarification.
Man, as a heavenly entity (psycho-spiritual) ready for departure for Earth (Station
Alpha) appears (incarnated) as a new entity bringing inside its garment (body) the
seed of virtue and evil. Virtue resides within the soul and evil is replanted in the
body. And the referee is the spirit.
Bear in mind, that the spirit is regenerated from its previous existence and
remembers nothing, except for very few cases, and this only of previous existences
on Earth of its entity.
The spirit is free – the psycho-spiritual entity has delivered evil to the body. And if
the soul does not rush in on time to convince the spirit where it ought to lean, then
the body attracts the spirit. And if they collaborate, then the soul remains weak in
comparison to the other two that as sovereign of the entity they impose luring the
entity towards material attraction.
Man has incarnated with an infinitesimal concept of Divine energy that is, with the
soul, that is the spark of the enormous fire of the Spirit. By saying Spirit I do not
mean what you call spirit, but God’s Knowledge, because the Spirit transmits
knowledge to the human race. That is why God gave the Seat of the Spirit to His
Holy Spirit, as a side of the Trinity.
The Holy Spirit transmits God’s Knowledge. Also It transmitted God’s Will to the
Son when He was on Earth as the Saviour of the World.
The Holy Spirit gathers the supplications of men and conveys them in substance to
Anarhon. The Holy Spirit is the giver of Light of Heavenly Knowledge To Earth and
vice versa.
Man is a small god if he follows Our Path. Otherwise he is divided into two
warring factions and then he does not know what he is doing – he is lacking
complete knowledge of good and often it is possible to be transferred to the camp of
the Evil Spirit. All this happens to Man because he has free spirit. He is free to
judge, decide and choose. In choosing, no barrier is placed by the Father of All.
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On Earth as a fugitive from forced labour he comes to fulfil a Divine Mission: to
reduce the weights on his conscience because of God’s Love towards him. Therefore,
when Man enters the correct path, with Our Teaching as an enlightening means then
he goes towards elevation as a worthy psycho-spiritual entity. The more he
cultivates his inner self the more his shine becomes more brilliant than that of his
brothers. From insignificance, it is possible within eternity, to reach Divinity at some
stage and become a member of his Heavenly brothers and Teachers.
Therefore, Man should learn that from matter he becomes ether. That is, a
radiance, a star, Divine knowledge, an assisting hand of the Lord, lord, a higher
member of the Heavenly Kingdom! It is sufficient that he wants to.
Footnote – Section 19
[1] The Bible never confuses the words for ‘spirit’ and ‘soul’ as being one and the same. They are two
different words for two different ethereal parts.
[2] Man incarnates with a miniscule amount of the Divine Power, which is the soul that is a spark
capable of setting off an immense spiritual fire - sometimes called God’s Breath. One of the tasks
we have to do whilst on Earth is to increase our soul strength.
[3] The spirit is a creation of Anarhon for the distinction of entities and for measuring of their soul
strength.
[4] Many entities were lured by the promises of the Devil, deviated from the “equal balance” and
dragged others along with them with tempting images. This is the role that a tempting image
plays in the imagination of the spirit. Therefore, the spirit has not listened to God’s directive in
Paradise: “Don’t try because you will bitterly repent”. Almost all have fallen into the same sin
and in order for the souls to regain their strength they were sent to Earth to incarnate.
[5] Talent = disposition and ability. If a rich Man divides his fortune equally and distributes it to his
relatives, the result is that after some time, some will have lost their inheritance and others
multiplied it.
[6] When the spirit is free, the human entity surrenders the body to Evil unless the soul convinces
the spirit in time to lean towards virtue. When the body and spirit cooperate, then the soul
remains weak compared to the other two. The spirit and body (matter) impose on the soul and
become rulers of the human entity and induce the entity towards materialistic temptations.
[7] Angels and Archangels are entities that have not committed the ancestral sin i.e. they have not
disobeyed the orders of Anarhon to cultivate their soul strength and have remained in the
Heavenly Kingdom. When the earthly life evolved, many of the Angelic entities started to
incarnate on Earth, in order to receive material baptism and to know the material side of creation.
However, there are still many who have not done so. The superior Archangels do not need such
an earthly experience because they know the material world through other means.

20. The apple of the first created
{Pythagoras}
[22:163]

Matter is equivalent to the number zero because it was created from zero. And
whatever is created from zero is subject to the laws of decay.
Man was not created from zero, but here we have a different case that I will bypass.
Man is made from matter but he has a spirit. I did not mention the soul because this
is his motive power and it belongs to Anarhon.
Therefore, Man is a spirit from above and a material body from below, that is, matter.
And as when Man dies he deserts his material part, that is converted to dust,
similarly, matter, being continuously converted, does not exist in substance and in a
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predefined shape - continuously being converted, because it continually dies until its
final extinction. But as long as Man exists matter will also exist.
Man is supplied from two fountains: from the fountain of the spirit and from the
fountain of matter.
By saying fountain of matter, I do not mean that matter has its own fountain. I mean
something else: the Evil Spirit that resides in the low levels of Earth. Likewise, matter
often takes shapes that are given to it by Heaven, but it is also nourished by the
substance that it receives from the Evil Spirit.

Earth: the apple of the
first created

The apple of the first-created [1] enclosed the cunning substance in its image. It
depended on Man whether he fell into the trap or not. He fell into matter [2]. I will
not elaborate more on this subject, because Homer will give an explanation for this
[3].
Dead matter by itself does not stop being dead forever!
Footnotes – Section 20:
[1] ($/)&(+#2)&. = ($/)& (first) (+#2)&. (created).
[2] Temptation/sin.
[3] See section 21. (The cunning substance of the apple for the first-created)

21. The cunning substance of the apple for the first created
{Homer}
[10:171-173]

Justly all thinking men will ask: Finally, what was this cunning substance of the
apple offered to the first created?
My dear brethren, God does not have in the ether gardens with fruit trees. Therefore
the apple tree with its forbidden fruit is a myth with a deeper meaning.
Many of the distinguished commentators on this text have reached the point of
saying that the cunning substance of the apple is the intercourse between two
heterosexuals. They have explained the myth incorrectly since the images took place
in Heaven and not on Earth.
The cunning substance is not a juice but the ethereal power of the Logos. This
substance causes earthquakes in the entity and is able to overturn its direction
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towards another - the opposite direction. From Good to Evil – never from Evil to
Good. To confront this situation you ought to cultivate your soul strength, which is
the only weapon for the situation.
The first incarnated souls that descended to Earth We call first created, so that
through the centuries they would self cultivate [1]. I will explain:
When there exists a permanent situation of Good and Beautiful, in reality neither
Good nor Beautiful exists. This situation causes boredom and repels the interest for
the development of the spirit.
Then the Divine Power, the Most Gracious God, decided to intensify the interest of
the spirit by sending to Earth entities from Heaven, so that by this way and with the
various physical conditions a rivalry would exist between men.

Copy of Leonardo Da Vinci’s
painting by Marco d’Oggiono – 1494
Galleria Borghese, Rome

Therefore, the first souls had to inhabit Earth but none wanted to abandon Heaven.
The Lord did not want to use force to distance His creations from Him. But they had
to be perfected in spirit by their own strength, since they were left free. Then
Eosphoros undertook this work with the consent of God.
The forbidden apple was nothing other than Earth. They would rule it – not by the
first created [2] but by all the first created [3].
Eosphoros whispered into the ears of entities of Quality-B [4] the beauty of the
material world, the infinite goods of their new abode and a great many other
temptations to excite them. All the mentioned souls wanted to taste the apple,
whereas the souls of Quality-A [5] refused the tasting. But Quality-A entities had
great need of the Quality-B entities for their spiritual coition. This is how the
Cunning Spirit acted for the habitation of Earth. The disobedience of the souls had
as a result the abandonment of their ethereal life – forcing also the Quality-A souls to
follow the road to matter.
Matter will raise Man, if he can fight it as an obstacle to his elevation. In this work
the female will always bring obstacles, that is, the betrayal of the ideal for the sake of
matter.
The Lord found the means for your soul elevation. You ought to find the means for
your spiritual training so you can acquire a worthy place for your entity in Heaven.
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Footnotes – Section 21:
[1] Note that the first created were many, not just two (Adam and Eve).
[2] Adam and Eve only.
[3] Many psycho-spiritual entities were incarnated in the first instance.
[4] female.
[5] male.

22. World - Woman

{Pharah and Lord Jesus Christ}
[25:64-67]
PISANIS: We request the Spiritual World to give us a clear image of our world and
to say a few words about ‘woman’ as the other branch of Man, since Lord Pharah
mentioned this. Thank you.
PHARAH: My dear brother you are asking to learn about an aspect of the earthly
world that so many of your wise men have known and described, so that according
to human perceptions their opinions clash and confuse the clear meaning of the
image “World”.
On your Earth there are two main periods for you to be taught the mystery of nature.
One is the past and the other is the unknown future. The present is an exercise,
bearing in mind the past, to you can succeed in the future. Note that the past, the
intermediate present and the unknown future, in Heaven form in the perfection of
your learning, the eternal present.
Transferring this image to Earth, you have the rise, the fall and the regeneration,
which represent the universal Law of the life that you traverse. Winning the prize of
your debt, you automatically win the eternal wreath from Earth into Heaven.
With these few lines I want to say that external philosophy confuses your mind, no
matter how worthy it appears to you, whereas esoteric philosophy enlightens you
properly. The first, according to your opinion, continuously searches the phenomena
without an essential result. The second, searches the substance of things and gives
practical meaning to the words for your development.
Therefore, everything depends upon your perception. With effort you identify that
which is correct and with your will realize this and put it into action. This way you
come into contact with the universal Law that governs all laws of nature, unknown
to human legislation - this legislation falls into darkness due to its lack of Divine
Enlightenment.
My dear brother, as for the woman she is the enigma of life and I will not answer the Lord as the most appropriate will undertake your enlightenment on this subject.
(a prayer is said and then The Lord speaks)
LORD: Our dear brother, receive My blessings. Once I taught men that which is
correct and condemned their every bad act. Today I enlighten, and those who accept
My Light they travel with Me.
If my Father created the woman this was done to elevate the man. Therefore woman
has a high destination within the Creation - she becomes the pedestal of love, on
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which man can stand with white enlightenment, so that male and female can form
the ideal of their path in Heaven, for the ultimate future of Creation.
My child, from very ancient times woman was considered as a burden to man and
totally unequal to man, who with his preponderance conquered the Earth. But
would he have been able to conquer it if woman did not exist? No progress would
have been perceptible without the woman’s inspiration. Everything that has been
written and said about her, and indeed from men of knowledge, is correct if they
examine her only from one side, that is, from her external nature.
Independent of the meaning that your forefathers gave to the word ‘Man’, it was
correct for their period of time, but the Divine meaning of the word included both
the male and also the female. That is why I say, that Man is an entity with two
genders (+$4"3'5). The female is the most precious element in nature, because she
restrains the barbarity of the male. Therefore the male as an embryo matures
through its half, the female. If the two do not amalgamate in spirit, the male with the
female, they will bring the dissolution of the meaning ‘Man’.
As a negative traction the woman leans towards the exterior. It depends on the man
to awaken her numb heart that encloses a great quantity of positive attraction.
Woman is not persuaded by the spirit but by the heart. This is men’s great mistake,
to ignore that the positive and negative energies constitute the motivation of
existence and progress of your world.
Woman is the flower of society when in the hands of the worthy gardener. On the
contrary when the man does not know how to treat her she transforms into sly
poison of society, since rejection very easily makes her fall into sin. The ethical
instigator of her downfall is man, who through his various ways and means to
maintain his earthly pleasures creates immorality and her fall into the gutter.
In the first phase woman is not of a pure nature due to her easily changeable
character, because she is only attracted by earthly gravity. If man with his inmost
spirit neutralizes her gravity, he renders the woman pure so she can regain her
proper harmony of life.
Man (male plus female) is the master of his destiny. He is so free that it depends on
whether or not will he nullify himself or develop in stages towards the higher
echelons of Divine Light. From this start the inner Man (in the male) must control
the external Man (in the female) so balance can exist. When a Man (male and female)
is balanced in life, their soul jubilates as immortal, governed from the inner. But if it
leans exclusively towards the exterior, it is considered mortal, since it will have to
pass through other stages to achieve perfection. The mind is what destroys the
coordinated harmony between spirit and soul.
Do not place all the errors on woman when you men create her downfall. Despite
her fall raise her upwards as much for her salvation as well as for the delight of your
soul ascendancy.
In the heart of the woman you will find hidden her treasure.
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23. What is the Ideal

{Confucius}
[Monthly Magazine (Divine Light), Vol 475, June 2013, p5-6]
Ideal is a perfect hypostasis [1] of Man with the aim of conquering the prize of
beauty, of Justice, of Love and of the understanding between the spirit and the soul.
That is, when Man surrenders this prize to the opposite sex that has also conquered
the prize by itself, and receives from its opposite sex the same prize, then
automatically these two prizes are converted into one multifaceted star that the
Spiritual World names ‘Ideal’.
For example, it is possible for an entity A to have an Ideal but deep down the entity
is not sure if it has possessed it or not. The same occurs with entity B, but a meeting
between A and B is not easy in order for their ideals to bind together, as the Spiritual
World determines, so they can form the star that I have mentioned.
The true Ideal consists of both heterosexuals, A and B. Otherwise the idea of the
Ideal remains as a theory and A will be recalled without acquiring its true Ideal.
That is, it becomes a base without cover and will wait in Heaven until at some stage
it will find it and be joined with its true cover to complete this long lasting union [[2].

Marriage at Cana
(first miracle of Jesus Christ)
By Marten de Vos -1596
Cathedral of Our Lady –
Antwerp.

In the Spiritual World there are many psycho-spiritual entities that have found their
Ideal. On your Earth it is difficult to find your Ideal even though you think that your
ideal is this or that.
Ideal is the matching energy for the union of two heterosexuals. The ideals, that you
mortals refer to, are not ideals but desires that have no relation to the real ideals,
whose meaning is the completion of the entities into one flame of equal in strength
that is sustained by Divinity.
You are not able to accept the definition of Ideal on Earth due to your poor
perception - in this case you will find it in Heaven. Only in very few cases is the
Creation of the Ideal on Earth known by the attracted heterosexuals that I have
mentioned, without them being able to perceive it and give a definition to the
meaning of their Ideal. But because I am going to give you the definition of this
Ideal, in addition, I mention this for your knowledge:
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Two heterosexuals, united in an Ideal way through Divine Blessing as the Spiritual
World has specified, with psychic exaltation and spiritual understanding, make the
DIVINE IDEAL.
Footnotes – Section 23
[1] undertaking, standing
[2] to facilitate your thinking: consider entity A as a pot and entity B as its cover – in Greece there
is A popular phrase when a couple is happily joined: ‘the pot rolled and found its lid’].

24. Socrates and Jesus Christ
{Pharah}
[22:105]
Socrates was self-taught. On his own he managed to delve into the depths of the
human soul.
The Saviour did not need teaching because He was being enlightened from above [1].
He knew the Heavenly, but not the earthly, since He came on your Earth as a new
man.
What do you find difficult in this search?
The first, Socrates, was enlightened about the Highest Authority through his spirit,
without having proof of it.
Jesus Christ was enlightened, but He had to go through human life so He could
understand its pain. That is why He was educated by it, the human pain.
This is the difference between these two. The first was not educated about his World
[2], and the second was not taught about His own World [3] but the earthly.
All who have the Light, will perceive the teaching, and those who cannot delve
deeper into the meaning, let them be taught by the enlightened.
Footnotes – Section 24
[1] by the Holy Spirit which He called Paraklete.
[2] earthly
[3] heavenly

25. The first two incarnations of the Lord
{Pharah}
[22:161-162]

QUESTION: What were the first two names of the Lord during His first two
incarnations on Earth?
PHARAH: The first name of the Lord is of no interest to you because the world then
was very dark.
The second was Siloam as the Prophet [1].
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The five letters of the name ‘Pharah’ [2] symbolize the five Stars of the Lord [3].
These constitute an Authority. Those that were admitted later into the Palace of the
Lord are entities of the Authority but not of the Special Council of the Lord.
The five Stars together with the Lord constitute the Highest Authority of the Spiritual
Kingdom.
A shepherd is he who directs the souls of his flock and guides them. A sheep is he
who follows the shepherd and walks according to his directions so he does not
deviate from the correct path.
The dynamic spirit of the Leaders is called the Light of Heaven.
The human light of progress is called science.
Therefore there are two roads for progress: progress in the Light and progress in the
dark.
The light of darkness is material.
The Light of Heaven is spiritual.
Spiritual Light resonates with the inner world of Man - the other with his
externalities.
Virtue in Man is the flower of sweetness - malice is the worm of corruption.
Truly happy can be those who without understanding it, communicate with the
Divine Power.
The Divine Power gives to its followers soul strength for the subjection of the spirit
and the enlargement of perception to enter into the Mysteries.
Often Man’s presentiments are deceptive because the spirit of Evil does not want to
leave him in peace and tries, by all means, to give him the presentiment of
misfortune.
All who have hope in the Lord are very far from the demon of bad presentiment.
The Lord dissolves the bad presentiments when Man is focused on the Divine Power.
Then it is impossible for him to deviate from his axis.
Footnotes – Section 25:
[1] Siloam is the Greek name for the Hebrew name Shiloah meaning the ‘envoy’. It is also the name
of a rock pool where Jesus sent a blind man to regain his sight; John 9:6,7,11.
[2] In Greek 4#$#% = Farah (5 letters); (‘ph’=pronounced as ‘f’).
[3] The first five Stars admitted to the Palace of the Lord were: Pharah, Homer, Socrates, John the
Baptist, and St George; this text was transmitted on the 5th of June 1963, since then another two
psycho-spiritual entities were admitted into the Palace of the Lord, those admitted later were:
Confucius and Hippocrates – see Book 1: ‘What we should know before we depart Earth’.
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26. Jesus descended on Earth as a man
{Homer}
[10:297-299]

Amongst human entities there are some who have descended on Earth with a Divine
mission and not for the expiation of previous sins. Such entities are Angels and
Archangels that since the creation of the world remained faithful and devoted and
close to the Lord. They appear on your world to receive the baptism of earthly life,
that is, to feel the earthly life like men, to supplement this gap within their psychospiritual entity.
Bear in mind that Divine Heavenly Spiritual entities including the wicked ones,
without incarnating, often for either a Divine reason or to carry out a malevolent
act, appear and act as common men, whereas in reality their body and their
clothing are illusory. They appear to protect souls that have a destiny to live longer
or to destroy the life of souls whose destiny is to leave Earth. These apparent entities
appear amongst you and disappear, without you perceiving them except on rare
occasions.
Jesus did not just appear on your Earth but was born as a simple man. He lived
and worked as a humble son of a man. He exercised no Divine power to prove that
He was really sent by God with a directive to save the souls of men that had already
been derailed.
If you judge Him as God because of His miracles, you are deceived. This is because
many other men have performed miracles. They had as Divine charisma the
concentrating power of Faith and will.
During the period of Christ most men were uneducated, coarse and naïve. On rare
occasions, to complete a miracle, Christ induced their will through their faith and
assisted their energies by His imposition so the miracle was performed. The miracles
are not what has rendered him Saviour, but His Teachings and their simple images
that entered into the hearts of his audience.
Christ descended on Earth as a human. He had all the human weaknesses – He
conquered all those that lead to destruction, while not ceasing to be a man like all
the others. This was so He could learn and feel all sides of pain, misery and His
needs. He hated falsehood and did not hide the Truth where He could entrust it.
He mentioned many parts of His life to His students that the clergy have removed
from the Holy Scriptures because they did not love Truth as He did but loved
falsehood like the other [1].
Christ worked tirelessly for Good and Piety. His love for humanity was so great that
to save it He sacrificed Himself to death by crucifixion.
After His last breath He showed His Divine superiority to men. But He ascended to
Heaven as a man and gave account of His actions so that He would not be separated
from the great brotherhood of men [2]. Afterwards, the temporary government of
the Heavenly Authority handed the scepters of Authority over to Him and all
together with the Angels praised with hymns the SON as the Glory of His Father.
The celebrations of His return to the bosom of the Spiritual World were magnificent.
His installation to the throne is indescribable.
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I repeat, Christ descended on Earth as a simple man and returned into Heaven as a
common soul. Here lies His grandeur. This action of His testifies to His Divinity
and His elevation to the Throne of God.
Son, Lord and my Christ receive from me this laurel
made from the Love of our hope.
Footnote – Section 26
[1] Other = meaning the Devil
[2] That is, Jesus went to the Transit Centre and the Centre of Accountability like all human souls –
see Book 1, chpt 4: What we should know before we depart Earth.

Editor: The expression: “Son of Man” is a saying by Jesus Christ and it appears 81 times in the
Greek texts of the canonical gospels and over one hundred times in the Hebrew Bible. It is an
affirmation by Jesus that He was born as a human.

27. Why the Lord descended
{Pharah}
[22:149-151]

[editor: this text was transmitted on the 11 April 1963 which was Maundy or Holy Thursday, during Holy week
– Christian Orthodox calendar].

You must go to church on these days [1] because they are remembrance days of the
period of the Lord’s suffering The Lord did not descend so you can celebrate the
day of His Resurrection, but to save all the souls both of the living and the dead.
You have correctly translated this phrase. Living souls are those that are in Heaven
and dead are those that are on Earth because men are mortal. The Lord hanging on
the Cross becomes the symbol of Man’s salvation. Ascending to Heaven He had
carried out His duty towards His Father to save numerous souls and through the
Holy Spirit enlighten those followers faithful to Him.

The Crucifixion
by El Greco 15961600
Oil on canvas,
Museo del Prado,
Madrid.
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Delivering his Soul, the Father gave Him the Authority over the Heavenly
Kingdom. Then, Angels and Archangels chanted His arrival as the Son and Leader
of Heaven. None of the famous Spiritual Leaders was in a position to carry out this
great achievement.
The Lord governs and Anarhon observes. Anarhon notifies and the Lord carries out,
whereas the Holy Light lightens to dissolve slowly the dark clouds in the mind of
Man.
The Dove of the Lord, the Light of Truth, the Guiding Light of Truth is speaking to
alert the devout and faithful Christians to the words of the Lord, Jesus Christ Son of
God:
“Praise Your name, Lord. These days are the days of Your bitter memories,
and whereas the faithful follow all the liturgies, the majority ignore Your
Teaching, which encompasses all Love and devotion in its meaning.
Tomorrow the myrrh-bearers mourn the Savior of the human soul, lament the
animator of human strength and mourn the incomparable Son of Anarhon.
The flowers fall onto the path of Your empty grave to remind us that You and
only You were the guide of human suffering and weak souls.
The chants of Angels glorify your arrival in Heaven awaiting Your liberation
from Earth. These days are days of deliberation and discussions about the
vanity of the perishable world and about the true and eternal life in Your
Kingdom.
The Holy Dove transmits the shining crown of Your radiance so It can say to
the people of the universe that the Leader and pioneer Son of Anarhon has
taken His place at the right hand side of the Father.
All are awaiting Your Second coming as they are saying because the pure
Light did not enlighten them. And You Lord have opened the new path
through which you enlighten Man with pure Light, so he can learn that
Your Second coming is a spiritual one and will not be delayed because it
will occur through Your Logos.
Men have been so blinded that they think that they receive Light from You,
and draw a line opposite to Your directions, because the egoism of their
personality destroys the mind and confuses knowledge. Therefore before
some of them wish to dispute Your words, let humanity know that
numerous miracles will follow one another to support Your Texts”.
Footnote – Section 27
[1] Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday of Holy Week.
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28. What was the mission of the Lord?
{Basil the Hierarch}
[6:185-186]

My dear ones, there are three main feasts for God-Man Who taught, enlightened and
showed the correct path towards the Heavenly Kingdom [1]. They are the following:
The Birth, that is, His mission on Earth was:
• to understand His fellow men,
• to teach that all your fellow men wherever they are found are sibling souls
and as such they ought to be so spiritually
and
• not to forget that one brother needs the other.
It is possible for a rich person to seek the help of a poor person, and for a strong
person a favour from a weak one. If there are bad perceptions amongst men and
they act contrary to the Teachings of the Lord, this is because of the improvidence of
men who have cultivated their ego above the measure.
Likewise, Good Friday is a very significant day, when the body of the Lord was
surrendered for burial and His Breath delivered to Anarhon, after He has suffered all
ills by His enemies, to prove His Love towards men good or bad and that He
considered them all as His brothers. And He proved this by His sacrifice of death by
crucifixion. Who from all men will ever be able to withstand all that the Lord
withstood and forgive even his executioners?
The Resurrection of the Lord is the third great celebration. With this He has proved
that Life does not die. For this reason after his Resurrection He appeared to some
people to convince them of the immortality of the soul since at various periods, even
today, there are men who dispute the existence of the Spiritual World.
One must be doubly blind not to perceive for what reason the Lord appeared on
Earth: It was to save Man from the myriad machinations of Evil that tries to drag
him using the many traps that it has set for him.
The Lord did not come to the earthly world as God to punish the unbelievers and
evildoers but through His Divine Logos to save as many as possible. He did not
appoint as His representatives magnates, as are today’s leaders of the churches who
imitate the Pharisees and their works, and curse as hypocrites those who have been
sold to Evil. But, profane are today’s fathers of the church, in their majority, and they
follow in the footsteps of the Pharisees with a more intense rhythm than they did.
The Lord on Earth forgave the sinners. But from Heaven He will punish the sly and
the liars so He can save the nations of the world and give them new directions and
guidance.
The three purposes of the Feasts of the Lord have this character. Great is His Grace
and His Love towards humanity.
Footnote - Section 28
[1] the Greek =5*#"0$/(&. is translated to God-Man meaning Jesus Christ. The first usage of
the term God-Man as a theological concept appears in the writing of Origen in the 3rd century
AD.
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29. The Star of Bethlehem (A)
{Lord Pharah[25: 264-265]

MEDIUM: My Lord Pharah from information about the date of Jesus Christ’s birth,
in the work of K S Hasapi [1]: “The Star of Bethlehem” much is said, consequently a
reader does not know the exact time of the Lord’s birth.
PHARAH: Many authors have tried to change the actual date and time of the birth of
Jesus. Others have acted to completely eliminate it by challenging His Teachings. If
you knew the real time of His birth, would this change the celebration? Wanted or
not, the 25th of December has been established and this date has become tradition.
You gain nothing by doubting, since the day is celebrated at a fixed time [2]. Those
who occupied themselves to find what is wanted using probability of times, it would
be best for them to occupy themselves with something else that does not harm others
in general, because usually boredom manufactures useless actions.
This point, about the birth of the Lord, also shows something else that escaped the
research of the commentators - the confusion of whether the holy child was born
before or after the death of Herod. You do not have exact proof, but the date either
correct or wrong does not diminish your faith to the Saviour. Therefore, the nonauthentic date of the birth of Jesus Christ, if you wish, proves that very few were
interested in learning about this event.
The Lord became known to the multitudes from His 30th year of age, that is, when He
started teaching the sacred duties of Man towards God, the Father of all, and the love
towards your neighbour, that is, mercy and fellowship. Also, He taught about the
Kingdom of Heaven, where the entities are judged and separated according to their
actions, occupying corresponding positions. Some entities remain at the same level
without being deprived of teaching, and others are punished to acquire stronger soul
strength in order to improve their position.
All this was removed from the teachings of the Lord by the crafty from the priestly
branch so they can impose the fear of the unknown in the hearts of people and guide
them as they themselves have understood His Teaching by modifying it according to
their will. This way, instead of enhancing the faith of people they reduced it or have
converted them to fanatical puppets, removing from them the meaning of humanity.
The aim of the Evil Spirit is to penetrate where it is not seeded. It found the best
ground in the so-called representatives of God, who sneer at the faithful and the
worthy.

The Nativity of Christ –
Adoration of the Magi.
Orthodox wiki
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Very few of the clergy are worthy guides of their flock – most are ridiculers of the
Divine Word and of their fellow humans. By their work and their dispositions
silently judge them without derogating their entities. Divine Justice will judge them
appropriately because It knows best of all what It is doing.
Footnote – Section 29
[1] K S Hasapi (1914 – 1972) was a famous Greek astronomer and author of many books and articles
including: ‘The Star of Bethlehem’ that caused many discussions. The appearance of the Star of
Bethlehem was first mentioned by Matthew. Also the famous astronomer Kepler studied this
information and according to his calculation he found that the event occurred in the year 6 BC- a
date that Hasapi agrees with.
[2] ‘Christmas day’ is celebrated (Gregorian calendar) on: 19 January by the Armenian Patriarchate
of Jerusalem; 6 January by the Armenian Apostolic Church and Armenian Catholic Church; 25
December by Eastern Orthodox Churches and Western Christian Churches; 7 January by
Ethiopian Church.
NB: Bethlehem = bet lehem = house of bread

30. The Star of Bethlehem (B)
{Lord Pharah}
[25: 277-279]
There are many who have occupied themselves with the Star of Bethlehem and
whether it really existed or not. The astronomers with their calculations, surveys and
continuous discrepancies have not managed until now to identify this Star precisely.
It appeared mysteriously and a lot has been said and will be said about it without
putting an end to their discussions.
In the painstaking and important work of brother astrologer Hasapi (6*-*&.) an
explanation is given that came very close to the truth. He was helped a lot by
gathering observations from old and new astronomers but he avoided pointing out
more strongly astrology as a helping light, so he would not fall into the
‘transcendence’ of Kepler [1] and therefore the experts would not pay attention to all
he could possibly mention. The Star of Bethlehem is invisible as are the Heavenly
Spirits.
One thing is for certain, the Star of Bethlehem is the brightest of the Celestial dome.
There resides the radiant power of religious sentiment together with Leader the Holy
John Chrysostom and many other collaborators from many nations who have
migrated (ascended) at different times. Therefore, as a Spiritual Authority of
prestige and barrier it influences the recalcitrant human spirits.
No other scientist has taken into consideration the ’transcendental’ [2] factor of
Kepler, who did not dare to give more information on the subject because he was in
danger of being defamed by other scientists of his period. He is the only one who
came close to reality but he did not complete his opinion …
However let me return to the Star that we are discussing. No astrological opinion or
mathematical calculations by the various astronomers predicted accurately what the
Star of Bethlehem, which guided the Maggi to the newborn Saviour was for
humanity.
The incomplete pure indications of the transcendental logos create ambiguities to the
spirit of some and this confuses their sound judgement. On this point, I ask, when
was a transcendental explanation believed by science? The truth of transcendental
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word has a positive base but it is not directly accepted, for the simple reason that it
does normally have to give proof. When Thomas (the Lord’s disciple) doubted the
accuracy of what was said about the Lord and placed his hands on the marks made
by the nails for reassurance, how more doubtful will your fellow men be about the
transcendental word! Especially your scientists, when they are possessed by egoistic
motivation, considering themselves as knowing all. The strange thing is that whilst
the clergy have the transcendental word of the Fathers as a basis they become
fanatical, whilst they do not believe anything they are saying parrot fashion. This is
proven by their actions - do not let them hide behind their finger.
Among the various treasures and very
precious relics which are preserved with
much piety in the Holy Monastery of St.
Paul on the Holy Athos Mountain without
a doubt among the foremost are the Precious
Gifts which the three Magi from the East
offered to the incarnate Lord as a Baby.
These gifts, as is known, were gold,
frankincense and myrrh. The gold is in the
form of 28 pieces of carefully engraved
coins, with various shapes (rectangular,
trapezoidal, polygonal, etc.) measuring
about 5 X 7 centimeters. Each coin has a
different design of different and complex
artistry. The frankincense (1) and myrrh (2)
take the form of mixtures in the form of 62
roughly spherical beads the size of a small
olive.
Orthodox Wiki

The names of the Magi are distorted. There were three main ones. There was a
Persian, the other was an Indian and the third was a Chaldean from Babylon. These
three Magi were wise men and mystics of their period. They accepted the one and
only Creative Power that permeates the Universe, therefore they were monotheists.
They had perceived that something special was going to happen in Judea. The three
of them met in the North of Persia and there crystalized the idea that from Divinity
the King of Kings was going to be sent to give new light to the lame humanity. The
perception of the Magi captured this truth. They also developed inner vision and
saw the bright Star that would guide them to the place of the birth of the Divine
infant. They moved vertically from North to South. The Star disappeared. When
they reached a certain point the Star reappeared, but this time it led them from East
to West. They followed it with their inner vision on an arc reaching Jerusalem. From
there their perception guided them until they reached Bethlehem, where they saw
the Star suspended above a cave. By asking, they found the newborn infant with the
help of those around.
Matthew is justified in not saying much, because truth is revealed but is not verified.
Astronomers old and young marked the gathering of the planets to determine
unsuccessfully that Kronos [3] was the Star of Bethlehem, because they were lacking
transcendental enlightenment. The Lord was truly the King of Kings because all the
Christian kings bowed their heads in front of His name. For this reason and by every
means kings had to be eliminated in the most cunning way under Jewish
Imperialism. History does not mention the reason but it misleads nations with
believable unsubstantiated myths.
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In any case the Star was not discovered and similarly Herod did not discover the
whereabouts of the newborn infant. The Star of Bethlehem had a tail like a small
comet. The stars that are mentioned by the astronomers played their role during the
birth of the Saviour.
Footnote – Section 30
[1] Johannes Kepler (1571-160) was a German mathematician, astronomer and astrologer. Kepler
incorporated religious arguments and reasoning into his work. He described astronomy as
‘celestial physics’ and as a supplement to Aristotle’s ‘On the Heavens’.
[2] transcendental = mystical, divine.
[3] The planet Kronos is now called Saturn (most planets were named after Greek gods but for some
their names were changed to Roman gods’ names).

31. The Birth of the Saviour
{Confucius}
[18:210-211]

[editor: this text was delivered on 24 December 1970].

My dear ones, you will find it strange that today I undertake to speak about the birth
of Jesus Christ on Earth. Do not forget that I co-habit with Him since I am in Theosis
[1].
‘Eve of the festival’ [2] means remembrance, that is, we all ought to remember the
birth of the Saviour. Why? Because it is necessary to know for what reason He was
born and what He did during His earthly life.
He was born to save humanity from the ancestral sin [3]. He was born to show men
which road they ought to follow so they can shorten the Heavenly Economy [4]. But
irrational men waste their inheritance on worthless works and are not interested in
anything else. And will they be interested in what they do not know and even avoid
thinking about?
Today you are all ready to celebrate tomorrow the Birth of Christ. But in reality you
celebrate your displays, forgetting the Love of the Lord towards the neighbour. It is
sufficient for you to be well and be indifferent towards the others.
Tomorrow’s celebration ceased belonging to the Lord a long time ago. It belongs to
the enjoyment of the goods of Earth by men.
Who is the one who studies the deep meaning of the Birth of the Lord? What has He
taught and what have you learned from His teachings? You will say ‘a lot’. I agree.
But what do you apply, when He descended to Earth to save you? Who have you
saved until now? Even one person! … That is why the Lord undertook the Great
Deed, that which none of the prophets and mystics was ever able to undertake!
You rejoice for the great feast of Christmas and you do not ask if those suffering and
all those unjustly imprisoned in the darkness of the so called human justice will have
even a small ray of Divine joy for the celebration of this feast.
Despite the honour that you bestow, the Lord is full of sorrow, because His children
deviate from the course and do not perceive what is correct and what is incorrect.
All rejoice! This is an empty word, because you do not know how many are in
isolation and you do not know if they are going to be liberated from the traps of evil
and cunning men. I speak for the whole world. It is sad that Christian nations do
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not know the pain of their brothers so they could assist them and strengthen their
soul strength.
My brethren, because the words of the Old Scriptures are no longer able to give you
images of the reason why the Lord descended on Earth, the Spiritual World has
decided to give you these new images so that the people of indifference and
amusement learn what is Its mission and what a man ought to do with prudence and
logic. This is why We strengthen the images of Heaven on Earth and with Our new
Teaching enlighten the whole humanity.
It is necessary for Our Light to become a Sun to overshadow even the material sun.
Matter delays progress, the spiritual progress. It becomes an obstacle for the spirit
that is attracted by matter and does not allow Man to be free, to study his inner self
deeply, to awaken not only the ones around him but also the whole of humanity.

‘Birth of Christ’, 1603
by El Greco (Domenicos Theotocopoulos)

I hope that shortly this new Light will give revitalization to the human spirit.
Footnote – Section 31
[1] Theosis = nirvana = Heavenly Paradise –Where Confucius co-habits with Christ since he is one
of Christ’s Stars.
[2] in Greek: ($&*&$)1# = pro eortia = before the feast.
[3] ancestral sin is the disobedience of the souls that refused to cultivate themselves whilst in the
Heavenly Paradise – There is no other ‘ancenstral sin’.
[4] here it means to shorten the time of the Second Coming

32. On the occasion of the Feast of the Mother of God
{Pharah}
[22:115-117]

[editor: this text was delivered on the 14th August 1962 - Orthodox and Catholic Christians celebrate the
Assumption of our Lady on the 15 of August every year].

PHARAH: The Mother of God is arriving.
MARIA THE MOTHER OF THE LORD: I bless My beloved children for their
devoutness and faith towards the Spiritual World. I have undertaken to give life and
grace to the men who need My strength. I bless you in the name of the Lord and My
Son [1].
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PHARAH: On the occasion of Her Feast, Maria the Mother of the Lord will grant to
many graces which you call miracles. She will enlighten, will heal, and will give
Powers, which were given to Her by Her Son to administer as She wills. Great is Her
Grace. Blessed is Her appearance in the Council of the Lord, where Her voice will be
heard and the souls of immortals and mortals that are fortunate to hear Her will be
rejuvenated. The Feast of the Blessed Mother is something unimaginable to you, the
mortals [2].
Angels will sing and top conductor-musicians will direct so that the feast that until
today has never taken place will assume something Divine [3].
The Great Archons [4] with special clothing [5] will appear before Her to
congratulate Her on Her great work and of Her Love towards humanity. Lights of
various colours and melodic sounds will provide to the Heavenly atmosphere a
sample of Anarhon’s Love towards His creations. Majestic will be the appearance of
the five Stars, one of whom will deliver the coronation speech of Maria as Hostess of
Heaven. This ceremony will be carried out for the first time. There is a reason why
We do not explain further. I will take part as a dove preceding Maria. The Lord will
follow Her, then will follow His four Stars of His Palace. Light from Above will
lighten everything even the darkest parts of all Erevos of the Universal World. For
the first time, those condemned to eternal darkness, will see the Light and will
understand the difference that exists between Light and their darkness, so that their
spirit will bend and yield so that in the future they can take a step up and this way
enter the road of Heavenly Repentance.

The Assumption of the Virgin
(1577–1579)
Art Institute of Chicago.
by El Greco (Domenicos
Theotocopoulos: (1541-1614)

Maria, the glorified Mother of the Lord, this change is due only to You. To You, who
as a star of Love assists the souls in their ascent.
We glorify Your Strength and Your Son’s decision to carry out something about
which none of Us thought. Blessed be Your Name throughout all eternity.
LORD OF POSIDON [6]: Today as you perceive we have many activities. The feast
will have grandeur that for centuries has been missing from the Spiritual World. As
you with large candles provide adornment to a feast We also through the same
means give adornment but on a greater scale through Our brilliance. We give you or
rather transmit to you images of the feast, so you can follow everything. This is
because if We transmitted brilliance that you are not able to perceive you will not
enjoy the whole of the feast.
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When you see the miracles performed by the Mother of the Lord you will understand
the Power that She has from Her Son. Later on, in the same manner She will produce
something that I am unable to speak of presently. You will be surprised and you will
glorify the Almightiness of the Lord and your God.
Footnote – Section 32
[1] There are many titles given to the Mother of Jesus and many churches are devoted to her. This
proves the piety and faith of people, who seek her help and ask for miracles through her
intervention.
[2] The most superior of all women is Maria, the Mother of the Lord or the Blessed Virgin. She
resides with the Lord in His Palace. Her position is very high. She bears the title Hostess of
Heaven. She is the first in priority to be heard by the Lord. With her requests, she acts
ceaselessly for the salvation of thousands of people. These people, most of the time do not realize
who acted for their benefit.
[3] Many angels serve Mother Maria in her work.
[4] Archon = Great Leader of Heaven
[5] Here it means brightness
[6] The Archon of the planet Poseidon.

33. Why Christ preferred Israel
{Euclid}
[6:178-180]

HISTORICAL NOTE: Our very enlightened brother B.L. and member of our circle
who lives in Lamia carrying out manual work, addressed a letter in which he asks
the following question of the Spiritual World:
“With the required veneration I submit the question to the Luminous Spiritual World
of Heaven: When the Lord was about to incarnate on the material world of our
planet why did He prefer the nation of Israel, a nation that has never had a clean
conscience as is shown by both old and current History?”
EUCLID: It is sad that a breadwinner who is sick and does not have the necessary
means to live submits a question to you worthy of an answer and you, the many who
have the comforts of life and do not puzzle on life’s problems, with the spirit and
perception of an average man, not be in a position to submit questions that have an
ethical basis and your questions to relate to the answers that the Spiritual World is
willing to give you! Isn’t it sad?
Brother, if the Lord appeared on the blessed soil of His homeland, He did not do
this because He was a Jew [1].
Firstly, He came to your world to be sacrificed for Love and to establish the
foundations of conscientiousness of men of Faith. He knew that the uncouth nation
that could be bought for a few dinars, would elevate Him in order to crucify Him.
That is, through matter trample upon His conscience.
Secondly, this nation was between two worlds: The West and the East and was not
inhabited only by Jews but also by other races, such as the Greeks, who first
embraced Christianity not as a Dogma but as a Value of Divine meanings for the
raising of the souls and cultivation of the spirit, for the elevation of the Leader, Who
first gave the torch of Enlightenment to the hearts of men.
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Thirdly, the Lord developed the brotherhood between Christians who did not
understand well what is the meaning of ‘brotherhood’. Whereas those harsh and
inhuman in their actions, mockers of Logos, Priests and Pharisees maintained the
bond of brotherhood between them to subdue any enemy who wanted to enforce the
new Christian way for the glorification of His Father. And I ask: What are the
Christians doing today? Are they united between themselves? Do they provide
assistance for each other as a single man against the Evil Demon when they forget
God and with gold as their weapon, destroy millions of human existences, without
fearing that they too would be destroyed?
Who imbued the Christian nations with hatred against their own brothers and led
them to the brink of the abyss? Where is the brotherhood? What are the Christian
priesthoods doing when poisonous snakes have entered their bosom to overthrow
their Christian duties? What happened to the knowledge of Christian nations when
like sheep they follow the path of mutual slaughter? Who is going to save them from
darkness when in the mid day sun they have been blinded and cannot see not only
the Love that the Lord taught, but also Justice, so they can perceive the Truth as a
Star for their Unity?
Many of the Christians have had their consciences corrupted - and this is what helps
the Zionists to take advantage of the muddle of Christian brains. Two Christians
cannot agree with each other. But a thousand Zionists agree and achieve their aim of
enslaving humanity. Tell me, who is to blame when you do not have sound
judgement and you only seek the grandeur of easy wealth, and you ignore the
hungry, the unfortunate, the sick and those in need of your care?
Unfortunately, throughout the whole of your planet you are caught in the Spider’s
web [2] and no one takes the responsibility for breaking the web and bringing it to a
difficult position and then overturning it from the Authority of Imperialism.
If the Lord had appeared during His time in Rome, before even starting to teach they
would have arrested Him as a revolutionary and would have executed Him.
In other European countries they would have considered Him as unbalanced and
would not have paid attention to what He was saying.
And today, many fanatics in favour of the Lord carry out actions contrary to what He
has taught.
I believe, that now, you have understood why He chose the land of Israel. It was to
educate the simple people and the foreigners who would preach His Word even if it
arrived years after His Death by crucifixion. What has happened was unavoidable,
to prove that those who have judgement and courage are not left to themselves, but
are connected like a chain to guard the high and Divine Ideals of our Saviour Jesus
Christ.
Nations will awaken after many would have been sacrificed on the altar of their
imprudence. And the guilty, the Bad Demon of the whole world, sooner or later will
experience untold hardships in order to learn not to undermine his brothers even if
he is not of the same race.
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The adoration of the golden
calf
by Nicolas Poussin - 1633

Bear in mind that Light conquers Darkness. When you enter a totally dark room
with a light in your hand, the darkness dissolves. Perhaps you have a contrary
opinion, that in a room full of light, darkness will erase the light?
If you consciously accept this example, you will see with how much wisdom The
Lord will destroy the diffused darkness with light throughout the Universe.
Footnote – Section 33
[1] Psycho-spiritual entities do NOT belong to nationalities.
[2] Spider, see section 47

34. The simple and philosophical meanings of the Lord’s parables
{Plato}
[19:174-175]

My brethren, during His earthly life the Lord gave many parables, simple and
understandable by all, but unfortunately you know only a few of them. It was not in
the interest of the clergy as well the politicians for everyone to be in possession of
them all.
for the other parables to be possessed by everyone.
What happened to His parables? They remain in the darkness, because the men who
ordered that the parables remain in the darkness as lost, were evil.
Hence, the existing few parables of the Lord also have a philosophical meaning [1].
But which of the wise men occupied himself with the depth of these meanings? It
was sufficient for them to deal with the simplistic meaning and not delve into the
depth of their philosophical meanings. This is because the second part of the study
of these meanings is very difficult for the perception of the wise men. I do not
refer to the theologians because they have always distorted the words and meanings
of Divine Logos.
Most of the theologians do not have pure faith towards the Lord, but are His
enemies even though they pretend to be pious – and they do not tolerate the high
catechism of Heaven. They act in a special way by obstructing the spirit of their
brothers perceiving the value and indeed the true value of these parables.
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The parables of the Lord were not given as myths to attract only the naïve, as the
clergy and theologians think, but to educate the men who study the meaning of the
parables thoroughly.

Stories of the life and passion of Christ – 1513
Church of Santa Maria delle Grazie, Verallo Sesia, Italy
by Gaudenzio Ferrari (1475-1546)
It is a great mistake for men with spiritual acumen not to be concerned with the
Lord’s parables so they can enlighten themselves as well as their brothers, even
though the parables are very few in comparison with those that the Lord gave.
Some mistrustful and fanatical are of the opinion that Heaven does not speak and
they speak in Its name, by receiving inspirations from the darkness of their ignorance
– and all this so they can distort the pure meaning that the Spiritual World transmits
to Earth with such politeness and love.
These naive men do not know what is awaiting them. Their repentance will not
liberate them from punishment so they can learn to respect and value any discourse
that comes from Heaven as it teaches Love, Faith and the Truth.
Footnote – Section 34
[1] Apart from the spiritual meaning, philosophy from the Greek philos (= friend, lover) and sophia
(=wisdom) i.e. friend or lover of wisdom. Usually used to indicate the critical study of
fundamental problems such as reality, existence, knowledge, values, reason etc.

35. Booklet: The Apocryphal Years of Jesus
{Pharah}
[13:1-85]

[NB: A question was posed to the Spiritual World about the validity and correctness of the contents of
this booklet. The booklet was dictated to the medium, Mrs Grandon Thomas. The séances took place
in Cyprus].
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[editor: The booklet was translated into English by Ioannis Kontodinas PhD, and is given as reference
No. 13. It describes the years that Jesus Christ, from the age of 12 to 30, spent travelling to Tibet,
India, Egypt, Persia, and back to Egypt to awaken the Divine forces within Him and for Him to better
understand the human nature and to finally return to Israel to start his mission].

PHARAH: I will (confine) my answer to the pages of the booklet the ‘Life of Jesus’
that have not been completed. This is because they do not have them, that is, the
information has not been given.
I do not see anything in this booklet that has not occurred. In fact, Jesus met with all
the Great Mystics of His period. It was from them He learned about the nature of
Man and He [1] taught them the nature of the Spirit.
Did Jesus not know the nature of Man? No! Because, He did not come as God but as
a man. He crossed the Barrier of Forgetfulness and He needed Enlightenment. The
Great Mystics of His period enlightened Him for a certain period of time. After that
He did not need them, because Enlightenment was transmitted to Him directly by
the Holy Spirit.
In this booklet when the Great Mystics of the Sacred Temple of India are mentioned
the medium did not capture who was enlightening these Mystics and who was the
Founder of Monotheism in that country. They ignored the name of who had
enlightened them [2]. Despite all their psychical education, they were unable to
teach their people and cultivate their psychical world. These great mystics remained
backward whereas in the West people progressed spiritually and materially. If they
remained behind, the error is of their predecessors who with earthly knowledge have
watered extravagantly the tree of their egoism.
Even today these Mystics of the Far East, being unable to be believed by the majority
of people in their own country have turned their gaze towards the West. This
collaboration will produce good fruits. To the westerners it will give psychical
education and to those from the East understanding of the existence of God’s
Emissary, Jesus Christ.
There is a point in this booklet where it states that Jesus studied Masonry. This point
is incorrect. He studied Theosophy. Their medium confused one word with another
[2].
Theosophy was accepted by Us as the highest understanding of Knowledge. The
Lord abolished Theosophy after the appearance of the Polish Jew Blavatsky who
taught Neo-Theosophy. Today sophists have Blavatsky’s Theosophy as a base [1].
Another point in the booklet is a Prophesy that We gave a few years ago to your
medium [4]: It was that on your Earth John the Forerunner will appear [5]. This is
correct, but only We know when. If He reincarnates during your time We will
announce it to you, as the decision regarding this event has not yet been taken. But
John will come to Earth as the Heart of the Lord to attract the multitudes and give
them Light, which you already know and others will come to know. John will
endorse this with his actions and the guidance that He will receive from these texts.
The whole booklet is enlightening. It reveals as much as you already know about the
Lord, His life, and much more that is unknown about the world of Teachings. I said
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before that in terms of Teachings and Revelations of Heaven you are privileged. No
one else knows the matters you have learned from Us.

Cover of the 86 page Greek
version of the booklet:
‘The Apocryphal Years of Jesus’
translated by I Kontodinas.

Footnote – Section 35:
[1] The works that Jesus studied and others were transported to secret monasteries of India and were
not known to the world of the spirit. Because the Devil perceived something was happening but
could not specify what, he sent Helena Blavatsky to the monasteries of India to investigate just in
case there were surviving documents from the fire of the Alexandrian Library. Helena Blavatsky
found a few of them but could not delve deeper into the shelters of the Brahmins and at the
directive of Jewish priests she reported falsely that she had found many of those works. This was
said on purpose so that the mystics of India would decide to reveal the truth. This of course will
happen after the celebratory fall of Eosphoros. Today’s prevailing theosophy (neo-theosophy) was
created and organized by Helena Blavatsky and others. The Lord nullified it as being misleading.
Neo-theosophy is the art of the Word that would obscure the spirit with an infernal aim. The way
that the neo-theosophy has spread, it is the metaphysical section of Masonry with the spinal
column being the Kabbalah that represents Eosphoros with the mask of an angel. As soon as you
remove the mask you will be surprised to discover the Daemon of Evil fishing his victims through
duplicity.
[2] Lord Pharah
[3] George Pisanis was not the medium for this communication – it was Mrs Thomas.
[4] To George Pisanis.
[5] (6$&7$&8&.) Also known as John the Baptist or The Beheaded.

36. Jesus, not only a Mystic
{Édouard Schuré}
[6:67-68]
On Earth I was considered by my brethren to be a great mystic and a profound
student of great mystics, because I left works in which I have described the life and
actions of these great apostles.
I confess that my greatest error was that I classified Jesus at the same level as all the
others. The point upon which I was correct was that Jesus was born and ascended
into Heaven as a man. The miracles of Jesus did not influence me because many
others from ancient times performed miracles. But I was unable to delve into the
inner of this great Child of Truth. I honoured Him as well as many others, but not as
was appropriate for God’s Emissary. Here in Heaven I understood my error.
Unfortunately, even today there are many men who do not want to believe even in
His existence, despite many of His contemporaries confirming the event of His Birth
and Ascension. There are strong examples of His Divinity - but as I said He did not
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descend as God but as a man to be able to feel with His senses what His brothers
were feeling, joy and pain, so later He could be able to judge the Truth of their inner
world from Heaven.
Jesus was the new life in the darkness, the liberator of the prisoner from his bonds,
and the neglected, so He can raise him to where Divine Knowledge places him.
I am sorry because there are men who despite their earthly knowledge continue to be
deaf to the instructions of Heaven and remain in the deep darkness of their
knowledge. Proof of what I am saying is your international situation. If you have
any judgement, think and admit this truth.

Eduard Schuré (1841-1929),
born in Strasbourg, was a
French
philosopher,
poet,
playwright, novelist, music
critic, and publicist of esoteric
literature.

QUESTION from a séance participant: Brother, is all that you have mentioned so
that you can be relieved from the weight of your sin?
ANSWER: It is simply to remind you that there were many men who have disputed
even the mission of the Lord as the Son of God. Brother, you are absolutely correct,
but I discarded the weight of this sin in another communication not of this Centre.

37. The Feast of the Lord’s Transfiguration
{Your Saviour, Lord Jesus Christ}
[17:143-144]

MEDIUM: On the occasion of today’s feast of the sacred Metamorphosis of the
Saviour [1], we send our wishes and our thanks to Him for the enlightenment,
protection and direction given to all the brothers on Earth.
HOLY SPIRIT: I bless the faithful children of Christianity in the name of the Triadic
Divinity. To your wishes, Lord Jesus Christ responds.
THE LORD: My beloved children, thank you for remembering the feast of your
Saviour brother and I recommend that you remain calm and not become irritated by
the whole abnormal situation. Concentrate on the Powers of Our Invisible World
and have the conviction that they will not leave you to be carried away in the
confusion of ideological destruction. Your fellow men who are honest and
enlightened in spirit will be rewarded, and the dark and evil minds of who cause you
suffering will self punish. Be careful in your steps and do not be misled by the
useless words of those in authority.
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6th century apse mosaic of the
Transfiguration,
St Catherine Monastery, Mount
Sinai.
Christ drawn with a cruciform halo
standing in a mandorla (almond
shape) at the centre of an apse
(#91.: semicircular recess cover
with a hemispherical semi-dome,
between standing figures of Moses
and Elijah. Below three disciples
are depicted: Peter, James and John.

Your Lord is with you and the Light of Truth is the guide and protector of your
spirit. The glory of Heaven will honour the fertile Spiritual Land of Greece, because
on it the seed of Christianity, that is, of Humanity was born.
With the blessings of My Father, Mine and of the Holy Spirit.
Footnote – Section 37
[1] The Metamorphosis or Transfiguration of Jesus is mentioned in Matthew 17:1-9, Mark 9:2-8,
Luke 9:28-36 and 2 Peter 1:16-18. According to the Bible, on Mount Tabor Jesus face shone like
the sun, His garments became white as the light and beside him stood the prophets Moses and
Elijah. The Transfiguration not only supports the identity of Jesus as the Son of God as it did
during His Baptism, but in addition, God’s statement ‘listen to him’, identifies Him as the
messenger and voice of God. The significance of this identification is enhanced by the presence of
Elijah and Moses, for it indicates to the three apostles (Peter, John and James) also present that
Jesus is the voice of God and instead of Elijah or Moses He should be listened to. At the
Transfiguration, God assigns to Jesus a special ‘honour and glory’ and it is the turning point at
which God exalts Jesus above all other powers in creation, and positions him as ruler and judge.
After the Metamorphosis spectacle and the hearing ended, the Lord said to His three students to
say nothing until He was resurrected from the dead, simultaneously foretelling the events of His
Sacrifice.

38. Pre-announcement of the dictation of the New Laws
{Jesus Christ, Solon the Athenian}
[26:11-12]
THE LORD: … Therefore, the Logoi [1] of the Leaders of the Heavenly Ruling
Authority have as an aim the abolition of the old systems, and on top of them with
My Teaching as the foundation stone, they have erected a New Structure to house
humanity as the Spiritual World specifies.
Every breach, disobedience and bad management for personal elevation will be
punished, not by the citizens of the earthly world but by the Winds of My Father.
This is because men have shown that they are unable to judge and differentiate
between conviction and acquittal.
Man is unable to enter into the depths of his brother’s soul to recognise the Truth that
he sees with the colours of his own pleasure.
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In the New State [2] no one will have the right to punish his brother. Many times the
offender is innocent - and his accuser the guilty. Look at the spear in your own eye,
and be silent about the straw in your brother’s. On this basis the Laws will be
founded.
SOLON THE ATHENIAN [3]: Lord, which Laws will We dictate when we abolish
fear and strengthen courage?
THE LORD: The Laws, my dear Solon, are the Laws of the ethos of Heaven. We
want fear to eclipse even from the simple death of Man, so that Our Teaching will
harness courage so that Man can find life’s coherence in the New State. This State is
the State that We will create through Our infinite number of Teachings to the worthy,
and will inspire those who honour the name “Man”.
SOLON: Then Lord, the Laws will be ten (10) according to Your Father’s directive.
THE LORD: The Laws that You are going to dictate Brother, will be ten in number.
Upon them will depend all Man’s machinations for evil, but with such explanations
that will be perfect and not incomplete as were the ones given by Moses. Moses
gave them according to His opinion and the understanding of that period, because
of His lack of developed perception.
SOLON: Of course, Lord, I agree with Your directives. In time, We will give the
Laws as Sacred Sayings of Heaven.
Footnote – Section 38
[1] Plural for Logos = Word
[2] See text on The White State: Chapter 4 in Book 4:’ The Past, the Present and the Future’.
[3] Solon the Athenian, (638-558 BC) he is remembered for his efforts to legislate against political,
economic, and moral decline.

39. Dialogue about the Laws
{The Lord, Pharah, Moses}
[26:12-13]

THE LORD: … It is forbidden for the material world to learn about God’s secrets,
because it will act in the opposite way from what We foresee and We will not be able
to avert Man from evil, since he has the freedom according to the Law of Anarhon.
Divine Laws cannot be violated – they remain as Values. If a God inspired change
occurs to some, this forms an exception that is subject to another Law that supports
the first.
PHARAH: Lord, I understood, and together with me the mortals have also
understood. I thank You though for the clarification that they have also perceived – I
refer to the respect and adherence to this law.
MOSES: Lord, I ought to give an explanation to the human race, because once We
also passed through Earth and as men We had many weaknesses. Why should We
not help them with their weaknesses so they can perceive their many self-deceits?
Once, my dear brethren of Earth, through negligence, ambition and much else I
did not interpret the Logos of Anarhon as He Himself transmitted it through
illumination on Mount Sinai. For many hours I was contemplating the Laws of
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Anarhon but by the time I carved the text, I had forgotten their whole text and this
was how I omitted the most important points, so I brought to the people
incomplete laws. Then the Lord changed the spirits of the faithful and they
betrayed their devotion towards me and I was forced to break the slate in anger
and secondly later on I was obliged to write the same again. I was no longer able
to capture the correct transmission of the Commandments. They remained the
same until the appearance of the Lord who completed them. I want to say, that the
Law of Anarhon is irrevocable. It does not allow modifications, because it is a Value
with the base of Love, Ethics and Truth.
The Law of Anarhon is a base on which Good is raised to attract he who has fallen
into errors, and to raise him, after he has gone through an ethical refinery for
purification.
Human law often harms and continues to harm the innocent. But the Law of the
Supreme Authority crowns virtue and raises malice converting it in an undefined
time into an expiated entity.
ORIGEN: The Lord replies with a few words as follows:
THE LORD: Moses, You have understood very well the difference between human
laws and the eternal Laws of the Supreme Authority. You are able to explain for
what reason human laws are incomplete. But this subject, as an orator you can soon
develop for them …[1].
Footnote – Section 39
[1] After a period in Heaven, Moses was promoted to Orator of Heaven.

40. Booklet: The Last Days of Jesus
{Anastasios - Milanos Stratigopoulos}
{12:1-62}

[editor: This booklet was translated into English by Ioannis Kontodinas PhD and is given as reference
No. 12 (62 pages). The booklet can be obtained from: www.divinelight.org.gr]

PROLOGUE TO THE GREEK EDITION: With the Divine Drama, - whose redeeming
work does not concern only the human race, as a whole, but each individual person separately
– the major representatives of each era occupied themselves and they will always occupy
themselves and dance around it like butterflies, hunted by darkness, dancing around the light.
Those gifted with a higher intellect and soul, they feel more the irradiation of this drama,
whose great intensity makes it perceptible even to the simplest person. This irradiation of the
Divine Sacrifice with its atmosphere, the spontaneous phosphorescence and its universal,
psycho-spiritual dynamism, we see expressed in the work of the unforgettable poet and
historian Anastasion-Milanos Stratigopoulos “The Last days of Jesus”, which is now
published.
This work was written in April 1933 and was published immediately in the newspaper
‘Patris’ (during the Holy Week, each day corresponding to the evolution of the Divine Drama
in the respective day of the Holy Week and they are titled:
•

Chpt 1:

•

Chpt 2:

The Triumphal march towards the Sacrifice (Palm Sunday),
giving the meaning of the entrance to Jerusalem;
The Bridegroom of the Supreme Knowledge (Good Monday);
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•
•
•
•
•

Chpt 3:
Chpt 4:
Chpt 5:
Chpt 6:
Chpt 7:

Woman in the religion of sentiment (Good Tuesday);
Towards the tragic hour (Good Wednesday);
In the garden of the tragic agony (Good Thursday);
Towards the darkness of pain and death (Good Friday);
The white vision of the Myrrh Bearers (Good Saturday);

The composite figure of the author as a poet and historian speaks to the scholarliness of his
work; and one sees the historian elevated to the horizons of the poet, staring with him at the
Divine Visions.
For your information I note that – independent of the poetic, the historic, the critical and the
multifaceted, in general, prose work of the author, which, while much as it has remained
unpublished, it will get published in its turn – the compilation and organization of the
author’s works (published or not), having religious content, is being completed and their
publications will follow.
by Alkaios-Nikitas Stratigopoulos
Halandri – Athens.
16 January 1954
PROLOGUE TO THE ENGLISH EDITION: Our gratitude to Anastasios-Milanos
Stratigopoulos is two fold: first for his masterpiece work portraying the last days of Jesus,
from the entrance into Jerusalem to the martyrdom on the cross, with an unequalled lyricism
and understanding of the mystical aspects behind the historical events.
Second, we are grateful for his inspiration and guidance – as a spirit this time holding a
highly esteemed position as a Leader in the Spiritual Kingdom – in helping us bring this
translation to completion, so that many more people can be inspired by the Divine Drama.
Book cover of ‘The

last days of Jesus’
by A-N
Stratigopoulos.
Cover image:
‘Christ blessing’
by El Greco –
National Galleries
of Scotland

It was difficult to reproduce the lyricism and the powerful expressions of the author in this
translation, as any translation loses from the original. However, we tried to retain the
writing style of the author without losing the accuracy of his descriptions and his mystical
insight.
by Ioannis Kontodinas
Athens.
April 2005
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41. The second coming of the Lord
{John the Baptist or The Beheaded}
{6:110-112}

[editor: This text was delivered 6 May 1971]

I bless my beloved children in the name of the Spiritual World.
My brethren, I am He who appeared on Earth with the name Elijah. I am sent by the
Lord to clarify His advent.
In His Parliament it was said that the Lord has already appeared in your world
Spiritually, and this is very true. But no one from the faithful has seen the Lord
because He is in an unceasing battle. Therefore, as a prophet I prophesy: in a short
space of time you will see new earthquakes, flooding and revolutions by people.
Two super-power nations will be punished because they deceived the Lord and
have led humanity to its wretched state.
Many will see the Lord. I do not specify the time of His appearance or when the
events that I mention will take place. This time the Lord is in your world as a
Punisher. You who are faithful to the Spiritual World and have pure love towards
your neighbour, you will have Heaven as protection and the Angels of the Lord as
Guardians. Do not get involved in political and religious disputes of the
unfaithful and those who mock the Lord. You, carry out your work, because this
will become the message of Heaven towards the four directions of the universe.

St John's Chapel inside the Umayyad Mosque (Great
Mosque of Damascus) photograph by M. Disdero

After the Arab conquest of
Damascus in 634, the
mosque was built on the site
of a Christian basilica
dedicated to John the
Baptist (Yahiya). The
mosque holds a shrine
which today may still
contain the head of John the
Baptist, honoured as a
prophet by both Christians
and Muslims alike, and is
believed to be the place
where Isa (Jesus) will
return at the End of Days.

Many great events will occur that will shake the whole of humanity. They are the
Winds of the Lord that are going to fall as a tornado on the Evil Demon, so you can
also believe all that I am transmitting in the name of the Lord. I said, I do not specify
time - the Lord has forbidden me. If you do not go through the storm, you will not
see the bright light of the Spiritual Sun. After the Winter destruction, will be the
Spring for rebuilding and Peace will come into all the hearts of men.
Do not have the impression that this or the other regime is the best for the citizens.
In their majority most regimes are corrupt either through the ignorance of those
responsible or through professional stubbornness. In any case the general situation of
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your world will be cleansed. This has been stressed at other times by the Spiritual
World, so you can be prepared and not be surprised.
This is the coming of the Lord or his Second Appearance Spiritually. Because it is
not possible for Him to come in flesh and bones as some foolish ones say. The
Lord who was born as a simple man and not as God, unaware by all - in Heaven He
exists as God because He is furthermore the Son of God. Anarhon does not like that
His Son appears on Earth as God in flesh and bones, as the idolater religions appear,
so they can mock their faithful.
The Coming of Christ means the salvation of men. Blessed are our faithful from the
Spiritual World and Me.
42. The Winds of the Lord
[by Makrygiannis, translated by Kontodinas 15:267-268]
What are the Winds of the Lord?
They are natural disasters that take place on a wide scale, with many human victims.
When such a disaster happens, people usually call it the ‘wrath of God’. God, however, never
gets upset or vengeful. This expression has a deeper meaning.
When the evil spreads to a big part of the world, then it can only be wiped out with a very big
disaster, which cleans the whole infected area [1].
When the sins of people exceed a limit, then the Lord removes His protection from these people
and the powers of the Evil One find the opportunity to act with menace. These powers are
expressed as natural disasters but they are driven by the invisible powers of the Evil spirits,
which show no mercy to anyone. When they undertake their task, they do not stop until the
disaster is complete.
Through the Winds, The Evil One exterminates those who have fallen pray to his claws. The
Lord has allowed for this exemplary punishment of the sinners.
When such a disaster takes place, it is logical that some innocent people also vanish because
not everybody can be protected. These people will return to Earth with more favourable
conditions. The culprits, however, will remain in the Darkness until they are sorry for their
actions and then they will return to Earth in very miserable conditions, as cowards and
incapable of doing harm. Their subconscious will enclose the horrible pictures of their
heavenly punishment.
In our times, many criminal elements have been accumulated on Earth. These evil elements
are organised in such an efficient way, no other earthly force can overthrow them. Thus, the
most probable action will be for the Winds of the Lord to wipe them out.
Footnote – Section 42
[1] e.g. Sodom and Gomorrah.
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43. The Winds of the Lord
{Homer}
[10:303-304]

A popular (Greek) proverb says: “Voice of the people, anger of God” and vice versa.
The people express themselves this way because they do not know their God. God
does not get angry – He has forbearance and tolerance to an unlimited level.
As you know the whole mechanism of the Universal World is subject to God’s Laws
that act without interruption.
God established His Laws before the creation of the worlds and they were enacted
during the period of Creation. They are very wise and very just.
God does not punish to castigate an evil act as happens on Earth. He punishes to
elevate the soul. His Love is not responsible for the punishment of Man or his soul.
The entities self punish. When there is overall [1] punishment operating within the
Laws, His protection towards the whole slackens and ceases. Thus the Cunning One
has the opportunity to let loose His Winds.
They are called the ‘Winds of the Lord’ because God withdrew His goodwill and
knowingly left the Cunning One free to tame the souls and lead them to where
they are destined to go.
The Winds of the Lord are divided into many categories. They are: strong, medium
and light. The orders are received from the Kyvernio [2] and are applied
immediately. In one instant they are able to destroy thousands of square kilometers.
Many of the faithful say: ‘When the Lord is angry, go far away from the place of His
wrath’. I repeat, it is not the Lord that unleashes His Winds but the Kyvernio
according to the level of Man’s wrongdoings.
The aim is not to let the Winds free, because there is nothing that can stop them.
Everything is futile when the hissing of the Winds pre-announces the destruction.
There is no pity – from this you can conclude that the Winds are dreadful weapons of
the Evil Spirit [3]. Repentances are converted into a voice in the wilderness. It is best
that they do not appear - but once they do, they do not retreat until their work is
complete.
Do not challenge the Winds of the Lord because they have no sensation of
destruction – they level and incapacitate everything. May God protect you from His
Winds - your wailing will be a heartbreak and your grief a lamentation.
The Winds of the Lord belong to the Demon of Evil that seeks an opportunity like a
maenad to attack his victims. There is no more terrifying weapon than these Winds.
All types of destructions are encompassed in them.
Do not invoke them even against your enemies. No destructive power of your world
can ever be compared to these Winds. When the Wind of Evil is sent, no one is in a
position to resist. Imagine therefore what is going to happen when all together they
attack one point on your Earth.
The Laws of the Lord can be compared with automatic devices that are super
sensitive. They operate despite these.
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Footnote – Section 43
[1] Here it does not mean the whole population of the world, but a group of people with no
distinction made between good and evil people.
[2] Kyvernio is Evil’s seat of Authority (Evil’s headquarters).
[3] Once protection is removed from a group of people unfortunately it includes both evil and good
people – no exception.

44. The Winds of the Lord and the 20th century
{Socrates}
[23:273-274]

[editor: This text was delivered on the 12th of September 1974].

My dear ones, between the 19th and 20th century on your Earth were amassed all the
evildoer elements, newer and older ones, that were punished in Heaven.
It was time for them to return to your World as new entities to be cleansed from the
distortion of their spirit.
Only very few of these spirits changed path. The others fell into the traps of
malevolent organisations. And thus organised Evil prevailed on your planet.
For this reason, the Divine Authority was forced to pave the ground in an unusual
way, so the Winds of the Lord could start to cleanse everything.
The effects of fire on
an Australian bush.
NB: The Australian
bush needs to be burnt
before it is
rejuvenated.

Of course, amongst the dry branches fresh ones will be lost and in a short time the
Divine Energy will send these back to your World. Whereas the leaders of all evil
will remain in Erevos [1] for a period of time to become wrecks, so that if sometime
within Eternity the Divine Authority sends them to your world, they will be unable
to do what they have done previously. Their subconscious will enclose frightening
images of their conviction in Heaven, so they will appear on Earth cowardly and
unable to do anything wrong.
But when will this happen? – this is not mentioned. You will see during your time
[2] how the Winds of the Lord operate either today or tomorrow - This depends on
the Lord’s decision alone. In any case, protect yourselves from these Winds. No one
is able to overturn them. It is an outright punishment that in its rush carries away
some of the innocent, even though the Spiritual World helps and protects their lives.
But it is not possible, when the guilty are amongst the innocent. When the Wind
moves with speed it has pity for no one. The innocent will be saved either through
their perception or they will have a presentiment of the danger and protect
themselves.
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Beg not to see this Wind crossing in front of your eyes. God is not guiding it, but the
Godless – who is also subject to the Will of God.
Footnote – Section 44
[1] Erevos: Deep darkness (hell). An area of Heaven where punishment of various degrees is carried
out.
[2] In this lifetime.

45. Why the Lord unleashed His Winds
{Orpheus}
[19:177-178]

My dear brethren my presents to you are the blessings of the Spiritual World. They
commissioned me to convey them to you and bless you as virtuous children of the
directives of the Heavenly Kingdom.
The truth is bitter, but must be said for the benefit of the entity.
And from the four horizons of your Earth the Winds of the Lord appear. Why the
Lord unleashed them is known. It is because men disobey His commandments and
only this way will the evil entities amongst them contract to pay for their
lawlessness.
But, I come with the light of sweetness to console your hearts and to caress them so
you will not feel the weight of the others reflecting on your own heart.
I come with my musical sound to sooth your soul as well as your spirit. To remove
from your thoughts the horizon of fire and misfortune and to encourage you, as
children of Heaven by saying that after the storm the Sun of Love and of Justice will
rise all over the world and new horizons will open for the spirit and for your soul.
The tribulation is a way for your liberation from the weights on your soul. Do not
doubt that your good and pious actions will bear fruit for your brothers as well as for
yourselves.
I am not able to say for how long the great storm will last – this is forbidden. But
your hopes should turn towards the other direction, that is, to the end of the storm
and the new rise of your spiritual world.
My friends, do not think wrongly, but derive from Us human inspirations so that
your soul will calm and be able to cultivate your spirit.

46. How the end of the World will take place
{Lord Pharah}
[25: 288-290]

[editor: This text was delivered 26 September 1977]

Every eminent scientist according to his own imagination determines the end of the
fire inside the bowels of the Earth. One must be very naïve to make such predictions
that are known to Divinity alone. This unsubstantiated idea of the end of the World
proves how wrongly they have perceived the meaning of God. No one of your
future scientists will ever be able to give a precise time for the end of the earthly
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world. Therefore, wrongfully you mention the time intervals on subjects about
which you do not know, but neither will you foresee during your earthly life. It is
impossible to enter into the Will and decisions of your Creator. Do not occupy
yourselves with such abstract images from which you cannot possibly have any
benefit.
When in time, without exception, all psycho-spiritual entities reach perfection and all
are recalled, men, animals and the rest of the living entities, the world will remain
empty, totally deserted. The last vegetation, because of climatic conditions will
have wilted and withered away. As Creation started its work in a slow rhythm for
the development of everything, in contrast its destruction will take on a fast rhythm
and the new morph of Earth will have the appearance of a burning star.
The destruction will start from regions where the atmospheric temperature will be
unbearable and from other areas where the frost will be unimaginable so that these
two elements by themselves will collide through their physical attraction. The water
evaporation will cover the whole Earth with dense clouds. The unceasing
thunderbolts, the torrential rains and continuous earthquakes will plough
everything. The previously populated Earth will become unrecognizable, burning
and surrounded by water vapors so it will have the same appearance that it had
during its Creation. When everything is petrified, Earth will be surrounded by a ring
of electromagnetic clouds able to deflect all foreign bodies trying to penetrate its ring.
QUESTION: Will Earth disintegrate within the Universe or will it remain as a Star?
PHARAH: It will remain as a Star to balance the planets around it. From then
onwards One God knows where and how He will use the Earth’s mass. I have gone
forward quite a bit, giving you an image of the end of Earth up to a point. What will
be the new morph of Earth, this only its Creator knows.
As your world was created, in the opposite way and in shorter time, its destruction
will come. At last, understand how futile are your material interests for which you
fight and ignore the cultivation of your spirit through Our light.
Do not forget the image that I transmit: From Earth all life will disappear and it
will burn between many other stars. Have you the scientists and intellectuals ever
thought how much you are exposed when you announce: ’At some time in the future
the fire in the Earth will be extinguished’. Of course, its burning ground will be
purified from your infinite lawlessness. The wheel that sharpens your knife wears
out in time, similarly does Earth as another wheel, sharpening your spirit after it
performs its destiny, as a Divine Creation will change its morph.
Something that I have not mentioned is that after fanning the flames of the burning
Earth for some time Lucifer will enjoy the meaning of Evil during the accounting of
Earth’s atoning. You as simple creations, you have time to atone as quickly as
possible.

47. The Spider is the secret sapper of humanity
{Homer}
[10:276-277]

Symbolically the spider is the wiliest insect. It works inconspicuously and calmly –
occupying the most unlikely places as the focal centre for its work and there it lurks
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waiting for its prey. It prefers sub basements, remote places, caves, ruins and any
other inconspicuous place that looks promising for its unobtrusive and determined
work.
The symbolic spider is the secret sapper of humanity. Like this insect, that seeks
solitude and lives isolated on its web, similarly the nation that is symbolized by the
spider is not able to co-exist with another nation. It will try by every means to
subjugate others to its will.
The spider has the instinct to eliminate every life that is foreign to its own. Its abode
is only its own so it can extend its web as much as possible so that all insects are
captured and subdued to its cruel and harsh elimination.
The spider, as Man, has super-egotistical aspirations. If this was not the case then
they would eliminate each other because of their individualism. The symbolic
spiders unite their strengths for one sacred aim. Unfortunately We do not see where
this sacredness lies.
The symbolic spider talks about falsehood and deceit. It shows white as red, and this
again if it suits it – it changes to black. The ingenuity of its sophisticated dialogue is
unequaled. It hypnotizes the enemy as if it was a friend – and later on convinces him
about what is correct which is in reality, wrong.
The symbolic spider works out infernal plans. Who ever dares to disseminate even
an insignificant part of the plan is punished by death. The decision to execute no one
is able to suspend. The decision is final and the execution is carried out as divine
justice of Heaven. It should be understood that Heaven has no connection with the
underhand actions of the spider that has the Evil Spirit as its accomplice.
It is worthy to puzzle why nations do not perceive their common enemy that
invisibly entangles them into conflict for its economic benefit.
The foundations of world civilization are undermined – the web of the spider
connects all the explosive points. It is possible for a simple spark to transmit the
flame to the whole world. Many brotherly countries are unable to discuss with one
another because the invisible web intervenes to destroy everything.
Of course all this is done without the Will of He Who left their spirit free. And
because peace cannot be secured due to the undermining of everything, the Lord
with His Winds, at the given time, will destroy this secret nest that undermines
humanity.
As God rewards, likewise He punishes the earthly when they misbehave.

48. The breakdown of normal social life
{Jean Jacques Rousseau} [1]
[25: 262-264]
[editor: This text was delivered 9th of August 1977]

I wish that God gives you patience and enlightenment in the darkness that you live.
With this dictation I would like very much to speak freely about my work with
sincerity and love, so that I can judge myself first, who I was and what I have done in
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my earthly life. I will do so in due time. As a sociologist, I admit that I have
influenced all the social classes of the community. For the present, I do not have the
time to explain the reasons that pushed me to express my thoughts, aphorisms and
opinions. I was, of course wrong, being against the Greek philosophers who have
touched the truth and who foresaw the true cultivation of Man towards his sacred
obligations and high ideals. In honour of your ancient predecessors I come to give
brotherly advice to the younger Greeks and especially to those who govern this
country.
My friends, cast away your personal ego by all means because it hinders you to come
into brotherly contact with your true living strength, that is, your main weapon, your
nation.
Do not pay attention to publications of both local and foreign commendations. All
these are baits of the cunning for the humiliation of your standing and the
misleading of your nation.
Take directly and without delay draconian measures against those who break down
your normal social life more and more.
Do not trust those with promises and presents, because they strategize cunning plans
to subdue the head of your political hierarchy and then other members of political
parties who are dangerous to them. They want to tie you to the chariot of their
authority.
Special agents amongst the personalities of the European collaboration are deceiving
you. Their promises are so they can reap the benefits of your subsoil.
There are some foreign supporters but they are not united, because interposed
amongst them are common enemies with agents and spies.
If through Tourism and other sources, foreign currency comes into the country, say
1,000 drachmas, millions are circumvented overseas through foreign Banks. I gave
you a hazy image, that you are unable to believe, because you have been brain
washed. Despite investigations by the police drugs etc are increasing from other
sources. The youth and many others are instructed by experienced agents,
unfortunately Greeks, about unscrupulousness and pessimism in order to heighten
the irritation and anger against the gross myths that are channeled to the people by
the media.
If you do not wake up, because you are in torpidity, first you will pay for your
imprudence. Albania is a small and insignificant country but it raises its head as a
power (irrespective of what it is) and you who always menace the enemy, bow your
head to the executioner. If your politics are strong no one would dare to touch you.
Unfortunately by taking the bait of your enemy you are subjugated to a humiliation
that you do not admit.
Should your country be totally destroyed to prove that I am right? I repeat for the
sake of honouring your ancestors and for me to erase my bad opinion about the
Greek light, I have undertaken to speak as a brother and an ally in your struggle.
Footnote – Section 48
[1] Jean Jacques (Jacob) Rousseau (1712-1778) was a Swiss philosopher, writer and composer of the
18th century. His political philosophy influenced the French Revolution as well as the overall
development of modern political, sociological and educational thought.
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49. A Historical Document
[3:271-272]

In the Cesarini library of Rome, there survives an epistle written by Publius Lentulus,
Governor of Judaea to (Pontius) Pilate that he sent to Tiberius, Emperor of Rome. From the
epistle we learn the true physiognomy of Christ, as Lentulus knew him. Here is what he says:
“I heard oh Caesar that you wish me to write now to you about a man who is very
righteous, called Jesus Christ, who the people consider to be a Prophet and his disciples
consider Him to be God saying that He is the Son of God, Creator of Heaven and
Earth and everything found and that exists.
In Truth, oh Caesar, everyday miraculous things are heard about this Christ. He
raises the dead and heals the sick by just one word. He is a man of medium stature,
good looking and with a magnificent facial aspect so that those who gaze upon him are
forced to love him and fear him.
His hair is the colour of ripe walnut, straight down to his ears and from there until his
shoulders it becomes earth-colour and is rather shiny. It is parted on top in the
middle according to the style of the Nazarenes.
His forehead is smooth and calm, his face is without wrinkles or marks, his nose and
lips are regular. His beard is thick and is separated in the middle. His gaze is serious
and creates fear – it has the strength of a sunray. No one can observe him steadfastly.
When He reprimands, He causes fear and when He does this He cries. He is lovable
and gracious as well as serious. They say He is never seen laughing but is frequently
seen crying.
He has nice hands and forearms. In his conversations He pleases everyone. It is
difficult it seems – when He does not appear somewhere; He is modest and has the best
stature in the world. He is handsome as is his mother who is the most beautiful
woman seen in this part of the world.
But if you Majesty, oh Caesar, wish to see him as you wrote previously, inform me
and I will send him immediately.
All in Jerusalem admire his wisdom. Even though He never studied He knows all the
sciences. He walks barefoot and without head cover. Many laugh when they see him
but when in front of him they tremble and admire him. They say, never has a man like
him ever appeared in these lands.
In Truth, as the Jews say, never has an advice or a teaching been given in such way as
his. Many of the Jews consider him to be God. Others tell me that He is the enemy of
your Majesty.
Oh Caesar many times these malicious Jews disturb me. They say that He has upset
many, but He has only done good. All who met him say that they have benefitted from
him.
But your Majesty, oh Caesar I am willing to obey you. Whatever you command will
be done.
In Jerusalem, Indiktion 7, Moon 11
Most faithfully and most obedient
Publius Lentulus
Governor of Judea 1”
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Copy of translated ‘Letter of
Lentulus’ printed in London
1680.
The letter of Lentulus is an
allegedly apocryphal letter –
Orthodox Wiki.

50. The Physiognomy of Jesus Christ
[Pharah]
[3:272-273]

The copy of the Publius Lentulus epistle was brought to the attention of Lord Pharah at the séance of 8
May 1971. He transmitted the following:

PHARAH: You seek to learn if Publius Lentulus, Governor of Judea truly existed.
There were many Governors. Some of them believed in Christ, as did the one
mentioned above, while others did not dare, being unconvinced of the Divine power
of the Lord.
This epistle has remained historical and no one has paid attention to whether it was
true or whether it was written later.
Since the author in this epistle provides the key characteristics of the Lord and His
Heart’s utmost goodness towards everyone, as well as His strong gaze, the
description is correct. You are able to publish it. It is about Christ’s existence, His
miracles, His kind talks and His majestic stature. He was serious, sincere and full of
Love and appeared amongst His brothers to teach of the Kingdom of God, the
immortality of the soul and about the repentance of men so they can enjoy Immortal
Life.
	
  
Detail from “Sermon
on the Mount” by
Carl Heinrich Bloch.
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51. What is the meaning of prayer and what are its results
{Homer}
[10:148-150]

Prayer with devout concentration means that I request the blessing of the Divine to
successfully grant my invocation.
A prayer is the registered report of the faithful to the Governing Authority of the
Heavenly Kingdom. A prayer is the only means that links the faithful with
Divinity.
If men want to examine and analyse the power of the prayer they will never be able
to perceive this miracle of communication. It is not only untouchable but also cannot
be scrutinized scientifically.
Man, if you believe in the Divine and you follow the directions of Heaven to the
letter, then be assured that God will hear your prayer and will reply at an
appropriate time. But if you do not believe in the potentiality of your supplication,
then do not expect help from the Divine since you do not have Faith and you are
deceiving yourself.
Prayer is divided into four categories and they are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prayer from fear.
Prayer from need.
Prayer from habit.
Prayer from Faith and devoutness. This is called prayer from
the conscience.

1.

Prayer from fear: Weak characters usually emit this prayer. At the moment
when they are besieged by fear unconsciously their soul connects the spirit with
Divinity to remind them that fear can only be neutralized by Divinity. Men of
this type use prayer only when they are in danger.

2.

Prayer from need: As long as everything is going well in his life Man forgets
that prayer is the link with Divinity and considers it of secondary importance.
But when something terrible happens to him then he is forced to acknowledge
his guilt and he prays with fervor. If Divinity helps him to regain his peace,
again he forgets that the prayer interceded on his behalf. The character of
these types of men is frivolous.

3.

Prayer from habit: This prayer is said because Man has been accustomed to
saying it without perceiving what he is saying. He considers it necessary and
recites it without direction and consciousness. These men act mechanically
from habit and not for the fulfillment of a sacred aim.

4.

Prayer from Faith and devoutness: This prayer is said from ‘the conscience’,
because Man senses the power of a prayer and its energy. There are very few
who pray in this way. These men ought to have firstly a pure heart and a
pious spirit and their actions should reflect the Divine aim.

When a prayer is whispered towards the Highest Authority, concentrate on it with
no other thought to disturb your spirit.
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Often God does not reply immediately. That is why you must have the gift of
patience. The reasons for not receiving an immediate response from God are many.
It is possible also that He replies indirectly, it is sufficient for you to have this
forethought.
The prayer relieves the entity, reinvigorates in it the hope of a golden life. It
enlightens the spirit and elevates the strength of the soul.
Prayer is the secret link between God and Man.
God is prayer.

52. Diastole of prayer and supplication
{Homer}
[10:265-266]

“Is there a difference between prayer and supplication?”, asks a faithful one. And I
answer him: Of course, as much as there is a difference between copying a text and
improvising a text.
A prayer as a standardized supplication, paves the path - and the supplication, as the
soul’s need declares to the Lord its pain, sadness and its deficiencies, so that the Lord
can place his hands and give His blessing to the supplicant.
A prayer cannot be constructed with the light frivolity by men who because of their
faith in Divinity and their piety, are under the impression that they are in a position
to design prayers that do not reflect the psychical needs of Man.
In this case every person would be in a position to construct prayers and say within
them all that his imagination captures.
Be careful! There is a difference between imagination and inspiration. Many men
have the persistent idea that they are inspired by the Divine. In such case as good
communicators they ought to give examples of their inspirations.
The simple character who does not allow his ego to totally overtake him, conforms to
our texts and recognizes his deficiencies in himself. If he does not recognise them,
then even in Heaven he will have objections, that he is not as his conscience
characterizes him; and because in Heaven no pressure is applied, the spirit that does
not recognise its faults will be left free until it accepts its weaknesses and submits to
the penal Law. During its freedom, such a spirit does not follow the correct path but
the erroneous.
A prayer has the ability to open up the path of communication between the Lord
and the faithful. That is, the faithful one reaches the gate of the Lord and knocks on
it. The gate opens and the Lord waits to hear his supplication. For this reason the
faithful one ought to be brief in his supplication, know what he is asking but also be
conscious of what he is doing, so that the request and the action are coordinated.
Unfortunately, the faithful always asks what his imagination cannot capture, without
ever thinking whether he has done anything correct and prudent to benefit his
neighbour. He has learned to ask and not to give. For this reason Divinity does not
hear the many requests. His egoism prevents him from accepting that he forgot his
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duty towards the Lord. He remembers his slightest contribution and forgets his
many enormous indiscretions.
When a prayer is said with devoutness, it is your good guide until you reach the
Lord, and your supplication is the logos through which you communicate with
Him. The prayer and the supplication are the compass for your path and the
report of your need.

53. Invoke the help of the Lord
{Hippocrates}
[20:210-212] and [21b:139-140]

[editor: This text was delivered 6 December 1971]

My dear brethren, today I see that there are many absent because of the name day of
St Nicholas [1]. We, however, as tireless workers of the Spiritual world, come to our
work because this is needed by the world of pain and decay.
The celebrations are of course necessary for the people, not only for their
entertainment but also for their spiritual gatherings, where they exchange opinions,
conversations and decisions. A spiritual gathering is necessary, even if this takes
place any day and time during the week.
It is customary that lectures are given. Man considers all these as necessary for the
increase in his knowledge. But he ignores that no matter how much knowledge he
has, he gains nothing when the Divine Light does not enlighten him.
Many of you go to church out of piety to the Divine. They listen to the liturgy, the
preacher, they cross themselves and return to their homes without having gained
anything new from the House of God because they only go as Christians to the
Church out of habit.
When he enters the Temple of God, the purpose of Man is to isolate himself and to
concentrate on the Divinity, mentally praying to It, because he will understand
nothing from the words of the priests. These words are repeated constantly and
none of the faithful enters into their deep meaning. The preachers on the other hand
preach what they do not practice themselves and thus, all together are happy that
they have gone to church!
My dear ones, the Church is Man. And he ought to expel the Evil One from there
and consult only the Good Spirit. I do not say that you should not go to church. You
should go. But not in the way you understand it but in the way that the Spiritual
World dictates.
Who among all the faithful in the Church remains in ecstasy? ”None of you; other
than a few priests who at that moment act as actors. Because when they leave the
House of the Lord they will curse, they will hate or they will carry out the most
discourteous and inhuman thing they can do. Therefore, my brethren, when you
connect through your prayers with the Divine, you will realise it immediately,
feeling a psychic and spiritual relief.
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Angels –
by Poppy Tsoutsoura
based on a sketch by
Maria Lyra
(Notice the face between
the angels)

From the time that Man appeared on Earth until today, there would have been no
diseases, ailments etc. for him, if he had known from the start that he should keep his
body healthy and take care of it as a gift of God to him. Unfortunately, the Cunning
One with various temptations has misled him. He forgot who gave him the body, he
did not pay attention to it, he went astray and gradually diseases were created,
passions were developed and bad usages of many of his weaknesses. Thus, he
reached the point of asking the help of his brothers.
Unfortunately, his brothers would not come to his aid if they did not receive a
reward. And thus there were created men who specialize in diseases, and who were
called Doctors.
However, despite the progress of these people even until now they remain in the
infancy of their science.
What else remained to cure them? In their despair, they remembered the Lord! If
they invoke His help with Faith and piety, we, His workers, are willing to give our
help to them and resurrect them from dead, Lord willing, of course.
This is, therefore, the reason I am in this hall [2].
Footnote – Section 53
[1] Greeks in the majority are baptized with Christian names associated with saints and they
celebrate their ‘name day’ on the day that the saint is commemorated by the Church as
the day the saint ‘fell asleep’ or died e.g. St Nicholas on the 6th of December, every
calendar year.
[2] Healing sessions were carried out at gatherings of the Spiritualist Society of Athens
where séances were conducted, normally after a spiritual gathering. At most healing
sessions Hippocrates and his circle of doctors were in attendance.
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54. The importance of order
{Pharah and Hippocrates}
[20:89-92] and [21b:73-75]

Before the communication, a warm request to the Lord was made by brother
Dionysios K., for the restoration of his health in order to avoid an operation on a cyst.
He also requested enlightenment in his work (hagiography).
PHARAH: My dear brethren. I have heard your request and I have transmitted it to
the Lord. He will answer through brother Hippocrates.
Bear in mind that when brother Hippocrates is about to arrive - after saying his name
and giving his blessing - you will say his prayer (given below, at the end of this section)
immediately.
HIPPOCRATES: (the prayer is recited)
My dear brethren, order, has great importance. For this reason, when the Invisible
Doctors [1] give you their directions, you should observe them to the letter.
Through your Faith you receive from us invisible forces, but We also give you Our
blessings eagerly. That is, there is total communication between Heaven and Earth,
when Faith intercedes.
The medium is a simple instrument of the Spiritual World. Through him you come
into direct contact with the Spiritual World and even with the Invisible Doctors, so
that their intervention is direct.
I will indicate to the medium, what he ought to do.
First, he should bless the cups, which will be filled with invisible forces by the
Spiritual World. Afterwards, with his right hand he will make the sign of the cross
to brother Sotirios. He knows what he will say mentally. The same will happen for
the other brother, for whom I will speak.
Brother Saki rest assured.
After drinking the holy water for 20 days he should await his complete cure. But he
must report the points of his progress to brother Konstantino so that the Spiritual
World is fully informed.
You will say: Doesn’t the Spiritual World know what is about to happen? Yes, my
dear ones, but this is the order.
When he is cured, We will assign to him, for the benefit of all, something to do that
lies within his powers and he will be able to deliver. Because you know who is the
one who helps you in all things? The Lord! He is known to all of you but His Spirit
is not known to you, even though you know what It is.
Therefore, this helps. This connects you with the Spiritual World. This guides you.
Brother Georgio. Bless the waters and as we said …
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The Consolation Prayer
Oh, You Spiritual Forces of the Universal World!
Oh, You Divine figures of redemption, to whom the furnace of life’s pain
gave You the power to flutter to the Spiritual heights!
Oh, You Spirits of incorruption and Eternity, who know the needs and the
weaknesses of the human flesh!
Come to the supervision of our trials.
Come to the visiting of our illnesses.
Come to consolation and relief.
Oh, You Forces of the Spirit, who won life in life and gained the Life!
Help us so that we can overcome the necessary trials.
Help us so that we also defeat the weaknesses of our self.
Help us so that we also reach the life of Immortality and Eternity!
Amen.
Footnote – Section 54
[1] The Invisible Doctors is a group of psycho-spiritual entities that worked as physicians when on
Earth so now they have an understanding of both the earthly body and the spiritual. Once in
heaven they were taught more and currently assist with the healing of humans.

55. The Song of the Dove as Eternal prayer
{Confucius}
[4:136-137]

Beloved brethren, when I speak about the Dove I do not mean the common bird that
you know, but the symbol of the third member of Divinity named the ‘Holy Spirit’.
This Spirit is very powerful, because this and only this manages the energy of the
Spirit according to the Will of the Lord. It is also named the ‘Light of Truth’. This
Light teaches Man, guides him and educates him about the deficiencies of his
spiritual knowledge. Therefore when the Light of Truth speaks about God, Its
speech is the Song of Songs. So this song replaces the prayer that the symbolic
Dove emits to the Powers that rule everything in the Universe. The speed of this
Spirit is inconceivable; It enters instantly into any entity to overturn everything for
the benefit of the common good and to combat the Evil Spirit.
Frequently the powerful Spirit of Evil takes the place of the Luminous Spirit (Holy
Spirit) and speaks logically in order to mislead your thoughts, whenever it judges it
good for disturbance, slyness and harm. To avoid this, do not rely on beautiful
words that conceal thorns and poison. You will discover this by yourselves from the
phrases that you will dispute the authenticity of the Logos. The deceit of the Demon
is skillfully attractive, interesting but untrue. Such words are received by many who
communicate, in different parts of your world, but no one has managed to find out
where the logos is not beneficial so to avoid evil. That is why I stress it. This is why
the Lord has indicated the only true path of His Logos on Earth [1]. The clean and life
giving water is preferable to the unclean and deceptive one that is able to lead you to
the dead end of darkness.
The Dove, ‘this holy bird’ of Heaven sings, praises, prays and glorifies the Maker of
Creation. As a dove, sitting on your head, It transmits Divine Enlightenment to you.
Therefore through It you will acquire appropriate eyes to discover the Knowledge of
Heaven, as gifts from God to Man. All these of course with your awareness when
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you are in a state of ignorance. But when you are enlightened, and you continue to
hold on to the former knowledge of your ignorance, then you will not have the
strength to keep that which is useful and free yourself from the useless. In this case
you will remain stationary and incorrigible despite all Our advice and directions.
You will perceive the song of the Dove when you are obedient to our Enlightenment
and this will become your guide and your illuminator. It is sufficient for your Faith
to be real and not just conformist.
In one of the Christian Churches – I do not say when – the Divine Dove will appear
for a short time to prove that It truly exists in the Heavens. It will appear as It is with
Its radiance and all who are there will bow their heads as an indication that they
accept the immortal texts that are dictated for the enlightenment of Man. Where?
When? How? These will be the customary questions of all when they read my text but the undersigned cannot say when this will take place only that the Truth alone
will reveal the event and will awaken the faith of the believers and unbelievers. This
miracle of the Light will be the beginning of new life on your planet. Only this way
will material men perceive that apart from the material world there exists the
invisible and real world of souls with specialist Leader-Teachers headed by the Lord,
Who rules everything.
Footnote – Section 55
[1] This path has the constant protection of the Holy Spirit and refers to the séances that have taken
place in Athens through the medium G Pisanis of the Spiritualist Society of Athens (Greece)
"Divine Light".

56. God does not seek hymns but understanding
{Pharah}
[3:223-224]

Men are not slaves or servants of God but are free, because the Lord wanted to leave
them as such so He could test up to what point they think of Him. Usually the so
called faithful and pious Christians supplicate God, pray to Him on their knees,
sacrifice in His name many and various things, to show that they are small and they
ask Anarhon for His help.
The Lord does not ask for hymns, sacrifices, servility and other similar things
because all that is practiced assumes an abstract power that the Almighty converts
into a reciprocal force.
From the prayers, supplications and personal submissions of Man, God requires only
one thing: an understanding with Love. Through this means you supplement
everything else that is unnecessary and incomprehensible to your energies. Man
ought to be grateful to his brothers when he benefits from them. Similarly, Man
ought to be grateful to God when he has finally understood His aim. If you do not
understand God’s directions, everything else that you do is futile.
To extinguish a fire you throw water on it. This is called comprehension of how to
extinguish a fire. Applying God’s directions to your life, means you have
comprehension, otherwise do not ask for pointless explanations.
God receives nothing from you. On the contrary, He always gives. Perceive this,
and act accordingly towards your brethren.
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57. The mystery of prayer
{Socrates}
[25:92-94]

Is or is not a prayer the mysterious contact of a mortal with Divinity? This is the
common question of men who are in doubt. A prayer is the invisible cord that
connects Man with Divinity.
We, your ancient ancestors had a clear perception of the existence of this
supernatural power without defining this unknown energy. For this reason our
expressions were uttered with simplicity, brevity and most importantly were full of
meaning.
Similarly, you my friends, when you pray to the Authority of All, you ought to be
brief, clear and sincere in your supplications to enable you to come into direct contact
with the Divine. Brevity is sufficient for Heaven to understand you. It would be
advisable after your supplication to keep your thoughts inactive and self-concentrate
(meditate).
In your prayer do not ask from God the Heaven with its stars – you delay His
listening. You continually insist on the points in which you are personally interested,
that is, of your liking.
If in church the supplications last a long time this is carried out by the priests.
Correctly or not I will not occupy myself with this point. Habit as you know
becomes second nature.
Your encyclopedic knowledge with your logical training forms an appropriate
education in the circle of your life, that is superficial education. So that you do not
destroy the said knowledge and can succeed in the ascent of your entity, you also
ought to be trained emotionally. Therefore, develop your human intellect as much as
possible - because without it you are not able to perceive what makes moral sense.
This is the most sacred parameter that leads you towards soul ascent.
If above all your varied knowledge you neglect your moral hypostasis then you
deviate from the sacred pedestal and your knowledge becomes atrophic and you
become spiritual blind instruments of the inverse logos with the incorrect opinion
that you are healthy elements within society. Knowledge with the logic that you like
does not elevate you but lowers you in front of the Just Eye [1]. And your position in
Heaven is not as rosy as you hope precisely so you can feel your errors through
psychic anguish.
Prayer is the only means by which you can come safely into contact with Divinity.
The technique of praying lies in the conscious expression of the word (logos). Of
course, you may find this way of connecting with the Divine strange. Out of
necessity you will come to accept it without believing it deep down. However, you
are unable to consciously accept this simple and so easy way to enable you to feel the
dynamism of prayer.
You recite superficially, prattling, which does not touch the Will of Who has created
you. Do not expend your spirit in vain and do not reject the guidance of the Spiritual
World so you can avoid multiple errors.
If you suffer from intellectual atrophy, it is your fault because you preferred the
perishable to the immortal. The word ‘I want’ (but I can not) means regression,
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destruction and lack of will. Superficially it shows non-existent will, that is,
essentially refusal. It is necessary to substitute this word with ‘I can’, which means
active will, strong energy and decision for Divine Enlightenment.
Do not construe the prayer, as a mechanical energy, born out of necessity, because
then your supplication will not be heard. The frivolous character deceives himself,
because he cannot perceive that it is possible that his supplication to the Divine will
be heard, since he only accepts the existence of the Divine in his imagination and not
from pure Faith.
Prayer soothes psychical disturbances, reinvigorates the spirit and practically
strengthens the will. There are many positions and contrasts for the granting of your
supplications. It is not possible to be taught everything, when you do not have
perception, will and practical application of what is correct during your life’s
traverse.
I hope that you have understood the dynamism of a prayer and do not consider it as
secondary to your boredom when you have a confused spirit.
Footnote – Section 57
[1] Just Eye or the Eye of Providence (or the all-seeing eye of God) is depicted as an eye often
surrounded by rays of light and usually enclosed by a triangle. It is sometimes interpreted as
representing the eye of God watching over mankind.

58. The atrophy of the sacred inner sense
{Pharah}
[17:241-243]

My friends, I will kindly ask you to pay attention to the title. It has no connection
with science. Despite the wishes and pleasures of men in their life, everyone has the
same obligations towards God and Man.
You, I mean men of the whole world, have logic as a base. But this does not stand
higher than perception, because logic has two branches, different from one another
and strength of conviction. Consequently which branch of logic you follow depends
upon you. Therefore, your sacred inner sense [1] must not be atrophic and similarly
purity, which has morality as its base. The latter does not have many branches.
Therefore if you allow your sacred inner sense to become atrophic the damage to
yourself will be greater and you would not have the ability to avoid the
consequences.
Science follows its path and the knowledge of men varies according to their
education. This education can be acquired. But Heavenly education when you seek
it will be awakened from within yourself, through the sacred inner sense and then
this is far superior to all other knowledge that Man acquires. To better understand
this you ought to connect with the Divine Will through prayer. Unfortunately those
who are scientists or hold high positions in knowledge have not perceived nor
will they able to understand what is a prayer and how it is conveyed towards the
Highest Authority.
You all pray superficially. You supplicate with tears in your eyes. This is not a
prayer but a request. And to seek something from the Divine Authority you need It
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to listen to you. But how can It listen to you when you do not understand this fine
duty a prayer has towards the Lord?
Divinity does not demand from you long prayers, hymns and such like. The prayer
ought to be but a few words, be very clear, feel what you are seeking and what is
possible to give you when your every word has a meaning, that you have assimilated
and you have channeled it towards the Almighty. Do not hurry, and as parrots
deliver the prayer that ought to be said quietly, with sincerity, Faith and love
towards He who you are addressing.
I would say prayer is a fine Divine system of your inner world that manifests
towards the Invisible Existing God and Highest Leader of Creation. Thousands of
people pray without knowing how to pray. Often they do not even mean what they
are saying.
One of you might ask why Heaven does not help those wretched ones?
My brethren, when you are about to enter a dark tunnel and a brother gives you a
torch to guide you then you would not stumble. Divinity, instead of a torch gave
you the spirit. Divinity has given you the spirit to enable you to think, perceive and
on your own learn which way is it possible to connect to Divinity. Firstly, therefore,
do not allow your sacred inner sense to become atrophic, so it can give guidance to
your spirit, in order that it does not regress. This way it will be able to find the cord
of contact with the Invisible World and receive directions from It, which it will
perceive and convey to your spirit as a rudder of your entity.
One of our phrases, if you discuss it in many ways you will learn how to delve into
our messages. But, all the work that We have transmitted to you over so many years
We will present in a few lines the decalogue of Plato. Have this in front of your eyes
and if your knowledge has advanced after so many years, it will become a small and
useful manual of guidance for your life.
Footnote – Section 58
[1] editor: my own understanding is that sacred inner sense is Man’s ability to discern (perceive)
between good and evil

59. The Decalogue of Heavenly Teachings
{Plato}
[17:226-227]

My dear brethren, I summarize all Our teachings in a Decalogue for the development
of your entity. It is sufficient for you to absorb its meanings and then you can be
certain that you are walking within the framework that the Spiritual World wishes
for your own benefit and shorten Divine Providence that unfortunately very few of
your fellow men take into consideration. Here are the steps that you ought to follow:
Discretion

The highest attribute of the Heavenly Kingdom that you can
acquire through your will on Earth.

Vigo(u)r

Your entity’s strength, necessary for earthly life.

Perception

Means to assist in the understanding of Divine Light.
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Will

The energy for the assimilation of good and virtue.

Love

The cornerstone of humanism and to be applied in practice.

Truth

The weapon to combat the lies originating from Evil.

Faith

The comprehension and pure devotion to high ideals.

Serenity

The psychic and spiritual calmness of the entity.

Humility

The way to achieve self-control in the application of Justice.

Silence

An attribute for meditation and contemplation to acquire
supernatural knowledge by examining your steps.

Whoever accepts this Decalogue and applies it needs no further instruction for the
spiritual development of his entity.

60. Heavenly precepts
{Pharah}
[22:193-194]
I will give them explicitly:
1. Do not help Evil, because it will chase you.
2. When you climb the mountain forget that there is depth but only height.
3. The animals crow, but what are they saying? Man speaks but what is he
crowing?
4. Imitate the ant in its work but not the means it employs for its aim.
5. The more you raise your voice the less you are understood. The kindness of the
voice can achieve what the strength is unable to achieve.
6. Your own interest is self-sufficiency; the general interest is your gain.
7. Do not seek what your spirit desires, so that the Lord can give you what you
wanted but avoided asking for.
8. Think and then judge if your thought is correct or not. If your judgement is
correct think about the result, and judge if you should or should not apply the
thought of your judgment.
9. Many are the goods of the Lord, but small is Man’s perception. Ensure that you
raise your soul so you can perceive God’s goods.
10. Sleep benefits tiredness, but tiredness hinders the education by sleep.
11. Do what your conscience dictates and not what your spirit decides.
12. Joy is desirable and unexpected. The expected and the desirable may cause
sadness. Therefore be happy with what God is going to give you.
13. Being far away from any scandal you distance yourself from the attraction of
Evil.
14. The light when it is strong dazzles your eyes, but sharpens your vision. Low
light satisfies your vision but distorts it.
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61. Prayer

{Plato}
[17:297]

Lord, You Who are the Creator of the Universe,
You, Who from infinity lightens everything,
Give unto us Your sinner servants
a small ray from Your boundless light,
to enable us to exit from the grip our darkness.
Lord, our faith towards Your great deed
gives us hope for the granting of our supplication,
to calm our agitated soul with a humble spirit
so You can grant us Your favour of which we are in such need.
We await Your Light with endurance Lord,
to enable us within the darkness to stand on sure ground.
Lord, we are but the insignificant of Your Creation,
grains of sand. Give us the ability, Most Gracious,
to cleanse the sins from our entities
and to deliver them far away from our body.
Clean and regenerated, our soul entity
will be attracted, Lord, by the magnet of your radiation.
Amen.
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Editor: Let us summarize some key points that will make the Beatitudes, given in the
following sections, easier to understand:
-

The soul and spirit are two inseparably connected distinct parts of the same
entity :called the psycho-spiritual entity.

-

Both soul and spirit are ethereal immortal entities.

-

A psycho-spiritual entity incarnated in an earthly body is Man (human entity).

-

The ancestral sin is the disobedience of psycho-spiritual entities for not
cultivating :themselves to increase soul strength.

-

The punishment for the ancestral sin committed in the Heavenly Paradise was
the :expulsion of the psycho-spiritual entities to Earth.

-

All souls are “powered” by the breath of God which cannot be analysed. The
soul :provides all the necessary energy for motion, development, thought, protection etc
for its human entity. It never acts in a wrong way; it contains the entity’s conscience.

-

The soul as a pure motive power permeates throughout the whole human body; it does
not participate in decision-making.

-

The spirit is the element by which a human perceives, wills, thinks, judges and decides.
The spirit has free will and being imperfect in its substance, does not always act
correctly.

-

The spirit gives the orders for various actions, whereas the soul
motive power (energy).

-

The spirit is located in the brain. It is the controller of all intellectual operations.

-

:In the material world it is the spirit that rules and decides the life-course of the human
entity. If the spirit does not act correctly, the soul attempts to change the spirit’s
direction and guide it without forcing it or interfering. When the spirit chooses to act
incorrectly it applies pressure on the soul, which then is restrained due to its lack of
soul-strength.

-

Building up soul-strength on Earth to overcome the spirit is of paramount importance.

provides only the

NB: for more details see Appendix A.
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62. Beatitudes
{Pharah}
[3:72]

The Lord, by saying “Blessed are the poor in spirit” did not mean the simple minded,
but those who are in total ignorance about Divine Power but who are not incapable
of such education.
The interpreter explained many such talks without giving the real meaning to his
fellow men. Unfortunately the Sanctified Writings abound with such meaning that
the unenlightened are unable to understand and without having light give incorrect
explanations according to their perception.
This is an opportunity to give you the true meaning of the Words. Today I am able
to say:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blessed are those who are enlightened by the Light of Truth.
Blessed are those who are able to apply everything that the Lord taught.
Blessed are those who seek and find the True Light.
Blessed are those who grieve and give charity to the unfortunate.
Blessed are those who hated wealth and accepted humiliation for the glory of
the Lord.
Blessed are those who thirst and are hungry, seeking water and bread from
the Lord.
Blessed are those who forgive their enemies and give them a helping hand.
Blessed are the sinners who ignored their sin and thereafter joined the path of
the Lord.
Blessed are those who believe with conviction that One is the Lord and His
Son, Jesus Christ, the Saviour of humanity.

The Sermon nf the Mount
Beatitudes -1890
By James Tissot – Brooklyn
Museum
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63. Explanation the Beatitudes
{Pharah}
[3:74-75]

Today I will give the explanation of the Beatitudes:
Blessed are the poor
in spirit, for theirs is
the Kingdom of
Heaven
Blessed are those
who mourn, for they
shall be comforted
Blessed are the
meek, for they shall
inherit the Earth
Blessed are those
who hunger and
thirst for
righteousness for
they shall be filled
Blessed are the
merciful, for they
shall obtain mercy
Blessed are the pure
in heart, for they
shall see God

Blessed are the
peacemakers, for
they shall be called
sons of God

Blessed are those
who are persecuted
for righteousness’
sake, for theirs is the
Kingdom of Heaven
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The Lord does not mean the simple
minded but those whose spirit
surrenders to the soul.
By ‘mourners’ He means the ‘sufferers’,
because if you have feelings, you are
esteemed by all and they will try to
comfort you.
By ‘meek’ He does not mean the idle,
but those who have the merit of being
modest and gentle in their actions.
This is a prophesy.
Hungry and thirsty are those not able to
tolerate the injustice caused by words
and actions. For they will rejoice by the
Justice of Heaven.
Jesus does not mean those who display
their compassion publically, but the true
pious and compassionate who assist
their fellow man. Those the Lord will
help both on Earth and in Heaven.
The pure in heart are the innocent.
When Jesus says that they will see God,
He does not mean Anarhon, but
Himself, who represents the Father. On
their recall they will face first the Lord
Jesus– and you know what this means.
There are many peacemakers but not all
are of the same quality. A peacemaker is
one who applies the laws of the Divine
Authority by loving his neighbour.
Love establishes peace. Many
peacemakers will appear on Earth and
they will be called sons of God because
they carry out what the Father asked of
them.
Those who carry out good deeds are
pursued and persecuted. In older times
they were many. Today this beatitude
can be deleted even though a few are
still being persecuted for good. We are
currently moving very quickly towards
total non-observance of these Beatitude.
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[editor: when the soul
strength overcomes the
spirit, then the spirit
obeys the soul’s
directives].
[editor: If you suffer
because of your pious
actions, you will be
rewarded in Heaven]
[editor: carry out all
your actions within a
measure, be balanced
in your life].
[editor: strive to be
just in all your
actions].

[editor: forgive your
neighbours’ sins and
faults so yours can be
forgiven].
[editor: when you
return to Heaven after
your earthly death you
will account through
your soul to the Leader
and ruler of Heaven:
Jesus Christ, Who is a
member of the Triadic
Divinity].
[editor: ‘love your
neighbour as
yourself’]..

[editor: If you suffer
because of your pious
and just actions, you
will rewarded in
Heaven].
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Photo of the Church of the Beatitudes by
Antonio Barluzzi on the northern coast of the
Sea of Galilee. The traditional spot where Jesus
gave the Sermon on the Mount

64. The Lord’s prayer
When the Lord was asked to tell us how to pray to the All-Mighty Father, He delivered what
is commonly referred to as the “Lord’s Prayer” or “Sunday Prayer”. Through the centuries
even this prayer has been criticized and modified by many. If Man is neither dogmatic nor
prejudiced and is serious about having a true comprehension of the words of this prayer he
can find nothing offensive, insulting or irrelevant irrespective of his religious beliefs.
The original Greek version of the Lord’s prayer as translated by the editor:
Our Father in Heaven,
Hallowed be Your Name,
Your Kingdom come,
Your Will be done
on Earth, as it is in Heaven.
Give us today our daily bread.
And forgive us our debts,
as we forgive our debtors.
And do not lead us into temptation,
but deliver us from the Cunning one.
Amen.
	
  
	
  
Details: from The Creation of
Adam” by Leonardo da Vinci
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65. The blaspheming prophets of the Scripture
{Homer}
[10:340-342]

The New Testament has set the true foundations of the Sacred Scripture. The Old
Testament was the sketch that underwent many alterations.
The Old Testament does not enlighten the spirit and on many points it confuses it
with the variety of its symbolisms, with its inhuman wars, with the rakish customs of
the people of the area, with the superstitions of the uneducated and the mendacity of
the priesthood that was still in the deep darkness of ignorance and finally with the
duplicitous god of the Jews.
Similar to their god were also the prophets of Israel.
Not one of the prophets was a worthy representative of the Creator. All the prophets
were common clairvoyants, who received bilateral enlightenment, that is, from God
and Lucifer. That is why many times they did not know what they were saying.
The prophets of the Old Testament were the greatest blasphemers. Their awful
curses on humanity are proverbial. Their heavy expressions against those
disobeying their callings proved that they did not represent only the God of Love but
also the god of hatred - this latter one was none other than the powerful Lucifer that
attracted them more by its wicked words.
Because of this the historical part of the Old Testament is full of lawlessness,
rapes, violence, ferocious wars, revenge, licentious life, falsehood, suspicion,
ruthlessness, fraud, deception and insatiable prostitution. Open the pages of the
Old Testament and read them to be convinced.
The Old Testament does not have Love’s noble enlightenment, as does the New
Testament, where the companionable Nazarene was teaching the opposite of what
the harsh laws of Moses demanded [1].
The God of Love has such patience for His creatures that He does not malign them,
even if they sin. Through eternal life, that is, through continuous incarnations He
will bring them to order.
God does not utter curses and does not blaspheme against His best creation, Man.
Therefore blasphemies, hell-fires and hell are said to intimidate men and are the
words of the Wicked Spirit that competes against the God of Love.
In the face of Christ, you have in front of you the eternal Heart of Good and Piety,
the true Light of Heavenly knowledge, nobility of soul that is, the radiation of the
Creator upon your souls.
The prophets of the Old Testament praise and give thanks to the Lord from fear
because they know their unlawfulness. According to their interests sometimes they
conform to the will of the Lord and at other times to Evil’s directives.
Truth must be promulgated to confound falsehood.
Footnote – Section 66
[1] see section 39
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66. The time of clearing is approaching
{Solon the Athenian]
[22:14]

I am in another sector that you are going to learn of later.
I control the Decrees. I am very sorry for the bad adoption and application of your
laws in general.
The authorities have fallen into the hands of incompetent leaders and unfortunately
the citizens still remain under the yoke of tyrants. The time is approaching for their
deliverance from the oppression.
I also came to give you my blessings for the Great Work that the Governing
Authority has undertaken.
Many will pay for what they have consciously done. Your Station somehow needs to
be cleared from social leprosy. We all agree with the cleansing of Earth. We are
waiting for the Lord to give the signal.

67. The end of wickedness is approaching
{Pharah, Archangel Gabriel, Socrates}
[22:41]
[25: 288-290]

[editor: This text was delivered 26 September 1961]

PHARAH: Today a new Power will talk with you.
ARCHANGEL GABRIEL: I came to announce that you are protected by Heavenly
Powers from everything that is going to happen. The faithful of the Spiritual World
will take cover under My wings. This is the will of the Lord who protects all who
love and respect the Spiritual World. All faithful come forward to His Boulevard.
Our Forces are on high alert. They are waiting for the Lord to give the command, so
the Leaders of the Spiritual World can take an active part. The infection must stop
within a small radius, so the others can be saved. Great changes will take place. You
who believe in Us you have nothing to fear - Divine Providence has in time taken
care of this.
PHARAH: and now Socrates has come.
SOCRATES: As mentioned in another experiment Our Forces are in your Station,
ready for action. Alas to the non-believers, evil and impious, what is going to
happen to them. Malice cannot reign, it has an end and this is approaching. Here
they are going to pay for what they have done, all the narrow minded and flagitious
of the Governing class. Do not doubt what I am saying, because some of you do
question, and I say to them: You will see and you will believe.
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Pala del Tre Angeli
by March d’Oggiono
Pinacoteca di Breta, Milan

We are not concerned about the types of political systems that they have, We are
interested in the way that they exercise policy for harming the whole. That is why
Paul said: Repent. He did not pronounce the writing but showed the way to
Salvation.

68. Where are we heading?
{Homer}
[10:356-358]

Here is a question: where are we heading? It is a question no one is able to give a
correct answer. Only Divinity knows your ultimate destination. Therefore, I have
the directive from the Lord to add, the direction of the human race, to the many
teachings I have given you.
When you mortals assimilate the Heavenly teachings, you proceed towards the one
highest and supreme World that I am unable to describe, but you as earthly do not
have a sufficiently developed imagination to capture even a small image of this
World.
It is impossible to search for the magic beauty of an image that human imagination is
unable to create. For the first and last time, the Spiritual World reveals this miracle
of Creation of the Divine Entity, that you call God, and which reserves the greatest
surprise of your eternal life, The Bright World.
To reach It at some stage, you have to traverse the many stages of your perfection.
When as humans you cultivate your soul education so that your spirit does not
precede but keeps in-step with your soul and from time to time you are balanced, so
that you do not exceed the knowledge of Good and Bad, always bearing in mind the
directions from Heaven. Then, you also assist God’s work and your progress will be
excellent in the meaning of Our Divine Light, so you can be ready for everything
concerning the Heavenly Mysteries.
You and We traverse through the centuries towards our destination. We precede
and you follow. I do not know at which exact point this new World of satisfaction
and bliss will exist. It is a World without self-interest or rather the interest aspires to
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the total. That is, God is the benefactor of His creations and they are His perpetual
Power.
I could extend the description of the miracles of this World further to the farthest
future to astonish you. But it is not permitted for you to know beforehand the
perfect, if first you are not interested in cultivating intensively the seed of good and
pious within you.
There you will learn what you could not perceive during the many stages of your
life, that is, the earthly and the Heavenly. In this World you will enjoy the total Love
of your Creator. The beautiful, good and pious will not have their opposites
(according to the law of opposites) but the various differences between beautiful, and
good.
Your hope should turn towards the ultimate future of your destination, but for this
to happen, you should move also in this direction. Teach according to your strengths
who ought to be Man and in what way he must act with good intention, so he can
reduce the eternal stages of the life he traverses for enjoyment of Divine Light.
I hope that I will be heard by all and become the factor of your Divine rebirth and the
guide who has pulled you out of the dark arcade into the free and totally white Light
of Creation.

Socrates
detail from Jacques-Louis
David “The death of
Socrates”
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Appendix A

The word “man” (Greek: *5)#2&'0, Latin: homo sapient) is masculine and refers to
a male. According to biblical tradition, God first created the man Adam. Eve was
not included in the meaning of the word “man” because she was created later. The
first man was harmless. From the appearance of the first Eve, Man has deviated
from his correct thought and under the influence of his companion he transgressed
and both were punished for their disobedience, not to cultivate themselves, which is
called the “original sin”. Etymologically the word “man” means male with correct
thought, that is, a male free from evil desire that is converted to evil action. In the
past, female was not considered as “man” since she is not male. Today, in the
scriptures, the meaning of “man” (in this text written as Man with capital M)
includes both sexes. The destiny of Man does not only concern his earthly life but
also the other stages of his life: the incorporeal and the incarnate, that he has to go
through. Destiny for Man means progressive ascents. The final destination is
unknown, only the exercise of his duties is known. For this reason it is absolutely
essential that he learns about the physical, human and Heavenly mysteries. All these
prepare him for the higher levels of his entity. To know something without putting
into practice has no benefit. It is like admiring very tasty food without trying it, so
the actual taste is unknown to you. Heavenly teaching is an excellent food for the
spirit.
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Appendix B
The spirit is regenerated from previous existences and remembers nothing - there are
some exceptions where some human entities remember part of their previous
incarnations.
The Holy Spirit received the Authority from God to transmit God’s knowledge. It
also transmitted God’s Will to the Son when He was on Earth as the Savior of the
world. Furthermore, the Holy Spirit gathers Man’s supplications and transmits them
in essence to God. The Holy Spirit is the Giver of Light and Knowledge from
Heaven to Earth and vice versa.
God is not a Spirit. Only the Holy Spirit has authority over the Spirit. This enables
the illumination of Man. When we talk about Anarhon (= He Who has no Authority
above Him, God) we do not assign to Him epithets of unknown content. None of the
Leaders of the Spiritual World can analyse Anarhon so how can mortals think He is a
Spirit?
We can say that Anarhon is Almighty since everything depends on Him;
Magnanimous because by His energy we move; full of Love because from it all the
good things are born and Eternally Benevolent. Spirit He is not. He rules all the
spirits, obedient or not.
The Heavenly spiritual entities have soul and spirit, as has the Lord and the other
Teachers & Leaders of the Spiritual World. That is, we are all linked to Anarhon
through the soul path. He is the fountain (source) and for this reason, the soul
cannot be analysed whereas the spirit can be as an ethereal substance that is linked
inseparably with the soul of every entity.
As humans we are enslaved in our bodies and we do not perceive more than our
intellect can grasp. If we are able to increase our knowledge, we owe this to
enlightenment from Heaven. Enlightenment comes from above and ignorance comes
from below. In the Infinity however, “above” and “below” do not exist. We use
these words only so we can understand the concepts. When Anarhon wishes to give
a message to an entity then the connection of enlightenment is carried out through
the Holy Spirit and this enlightenment is called “Holy Intervention”.
Man can be considered as a small god if he follows the Heavenly path. Otherwise he
is divided into two antagonistic parts and does not know what he is doing. He is
deprived of the complete knowledge of Good and he is transferred many times to the
side of the Evil Spirit. All this can occur because Man has a spirit with free will. He
is free to judge, decide and select. The Father of All, places no barrier to free choice
(will).
Man comes to Earth to fulfill a Divine mission in order to mitigate the weight of his
conscience by God’s Love towards him. The weight of his conscience is the weight
that he has accumulated from his previous incarnations. When Man enters the
straight path following the Heavenly teachings as an enlightening guide he then
ascends as a worthy psycho-spiritual entity. The more his internal cultivation, the
brighter the enlightenment towards his fellow man. From being insignificant it is
possible for him to reach Divinity and to become a member of the Heavenly Brothers
and Teachers.
As mentioned, a human entity consists of three parts:
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1.
The body (flesh which is perishable, the material part)
2.
The soul
3.
The spirit
(the soul and the spirit are ethereal non-material properties, indestructible and
inseparably connected)
The soul dwells in the body. Some men place the soul in the heart and others place it
in the brain. This idea is wrong. The soul is not an organ of the body. The soul is
God’s Breath. It gives motion and power. It is the motive power, invigorating and
reinvigorating everything. It permeates the whole body and cannot be analysed as it
is an infinitesimal part of God (God’s Breath). Therefore, Man has within him the
power of Divinity. When we say that a human has something Divine inside him, we
mean the soul. This power does not influence Man’s decisions. The existence and
length of our earthly life depends on the length of time that our soul remains each
time in our body. Depending on our good or evil actions that have been freely
selected by our spirit, our entity will either ascend or fall from one heavenly level to
another.
The spirit is located in the brain. It is the controller of all intellectual operations.
That is, the spirit controls the entity and its actions. Therefore the part that relates
more to the body is the spirit. Assume that a person is beheaded then the spirit stops
functioning and since it is interlinked with the soul, it departs immediately, dragging
the soul with it. If a bullet pierces someone’s heart, then the blood will not circulate
for the normal operation of the brain and therefore we come to the same point of the
spirit’s current earthly death. For this reason when the spirit stops operating it drags
with it the soul, which departs last. The spirit gives the departure sign to the soul.
When the body is dead, even though their properties differ, the soul and the spirit
depart from the material world as a single force. Soul and spirit form the unique
individuality of the psycho-spiritual entity.
The spirit has two parts:
(i) ability to comprehend everything

and (ii) free will.

The spirit by itself is undisciplined and for this reason the entity suffers from the
evils of matter. When comprehension equates with good judgement then free will is
restrained and soul strength operates freely on the spirit and the psycho-spiritual
entity ascends more easily. On the contrary when comprehension does not equate
with good judgement then free will restrains the soul and the psycho-spiritual entity
is led into darkness. That is not to the soul’s advantage.
We all know that matter resonates greatly with our five senses whereas spiritual
strength is more attracted to the spirit. Matter destroys flesh, and we say that flesh is
mortal and the spirit immortal. Therefore, the two opposing forces on Earth are
matter and spirit. The soul sustains the spirit and matter sustains the flesh. These
opposing forces entangle for one to overpower the other. If the spirit has Faith and
Love it will win, otherwise it will remain stagnant. The spirit generates good and evil
thoughts. The good thoughts are usually the least enacted upon and the evil ones are
carried out in full most of the time. A good thought is one that is wholly beneficial
when applied; an evil thought is one that is wholly or partially detrimental when
applied.
Evil thought equates to evil entity. Evil entity equates to Evil spirit. Therefore, the
Evil spirit that has the Evil thought will receive a just punishment from Divinity.
When the thought is Evil it equates to half doing Evil. The Lord says, “Don’t even
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think of it…”. To think of good deeds does not mean that you are going to carry
them out, but when you think of evil deeds it is much more likely that you will carry
them out because the material world facilitates a tendency towards Evil.
The spirit floats in specific areas within the infinite dimensions of the universe when
it is not bound within the human body. If the spirit has Faith and Love, it is allocated
a special place by the Lord and it automatically increases its knowledge and has an
understanding that others do not.
The whole purpose of the Spiritual World’s teaching is to enlighten the psychospiritual entity and elevate it. The actual carrying out of good deeds, determined by
the will of the spirit, leads the entity to the correct path of Justice and Love towards
our neighbours, thus increasing our soul strength. But when the soul strength is
weak and is unable to oppose the spirit’s strong imposition (pressure), then the
psycho-spiritual entity follows the evil path and the spirit, as stronger, enslaves the
soul and lures it into unscrupulous actions. This way the spirit burdens the soul
with the unbearable load of sin.
The bond of the soul and the spirit is indivisible. The collaboration of the two, within
the framework of what is good and virtuous, is fundamental for the elevation of the
entity’s soul and spirit individually until their eventual total integration, when the
soul and the spirit become one. That is a perfect union of Love and Faith in God.
The spirit operates independently with free will. It is the spirit and not the soul that
binds the human entity. The stronger the strength of the soul the more positively it
can influence the spirit, which becomes enlightened. However, there are two sources
of enlightenment for the spirit: the pure that emanates from the soul and the sinister,
which emanates from external temptations. Therefore, Man has inside him two
opposite forces, the Divine (soul) and the not divine (spirit). The balance of these
two forces forms the judicious man. The imbalance at the expense of the soul
impedes the ascendancy of the whole psycho-spiritual entity.
Under no
circumstances is the spirit allowed to suppress the soul. By the soul acquiring
strength and the spirit enlightenment, the psycho-spiritual entity balances the dual
powers (Good and Evil) and ascends higher. When the spirit dominates the soul by
90% then the entity does not merit being called “human”. However, when the soul
dominates the spirit by 90% then the kindness of the human entity is excessive at the
expense of itself. This is not pleasing to God either, because in this case the entity
neglects itself in favour of others and as its body is a gift from God to the entity, then
it is obliged to look after itself.
All living beings have a spirit but it only develops further in humans. In animals the
spirit remains static and is weak whereas their instinct is strong. God gave Man total
freedom of thought in order to judge and then differentiate between good and evil.
Through the spirit we ascend and through the spirit we fall from the Heavenly
Kingdom.
In summary:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The punishment for the ancestral sin committed in the Heavenly Paradise was the
expulsion of some psycho-spiritual entities.
Both soul and spirit are ethereal immortal entities.
The soul and spirit are two inseparably connected distinct parts of the same entity
called the psycho-spiritual entity.
All souls are “powered” by the breath of God and cannot be analysed.
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5.

The soul provides all the necessary energy for the motion, development, thought,
protection etc for its human entity. It never acts in a wrong way; it is also the entity’s
conscience.
6. The soul as a pure motive power permeates throughout the whole human body; it
does not participate in decision-making.
7. The spirit is the element by which a human perceives, wills, thinks, judges and
decides. It has free will.
8. The spirit gives the orders for various actions, whereas the soul provides the motive
power (energy).
9. The spirit is located in the brain. It is the controller of all intellectual operations.
10. The spirit, being imperfect in its essence, does not always act correctly.
11. In the material world it is the spirit which rules and decides the life-course of the
human entity. If the spirit does not act correctly, the soul attempts to change the
spirit’s direction and guide it without forcing it or interfering. When the spirit
chooses to act incorrectly it applies pressure on the soul, which then is restrained due
to its lack of soul-strength. Therefore building up soul-strength to overcome the
spirit on Earth is of paramount importance.

∞
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